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Realistic stochastic models for the co-evolution of social relations and individ-

ual behavior over time have broad applicability in social science. The stochastic

actor oriented model and temporal exponential-family random graph model

have proven useful in modeling longitudinal social networks with nodal co-

variates while latent space approaches to network analysis offer unique in-

sights into social phenomena. We borrow ideas from these frameworks to

construct a spatial temporal exponential-family of point processes (STEPP) to

jointly model the co-evolution of social relations and individual behavior in

discrete time. We develop likelihood-based inference of STEPP parameters for

spatial temporal data as well as latent space inference for longitudinal social

networks.

We utilize the general STEPP framework to construct a virtual laboratory

for simulating social systems and interventions. This virtual laboratory pro-

vides a novel simulation tool for developing and assessing potential strategies

for influencing behavior in particular communities. We apply these methods to

a study of risky behavior in adolescent friendship networks to model and sim-

ulate social processes associated with drug and alcohol use in middle school

students.
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CHAPTER 1

Social Interactions and Behavior

Social systems play a fundamental role in the dynamics of human behavior and

interest in studying these systems is growing. For example, Fujimoto and Va-

lente (2012) investigate contagion mechanisms for the transmission of drinking

and smoking behaviors through adolescent social networks. However, work of

this nature is often limited by a lack of realistic stochastic models for the phe-

nomena of interest. For such models to be applicable, they must adequately

represent the complexity of social interactions and behavior as they co-evolve

over time.

In this chapter, we discuss the complexity of behavior in social systems

and existing modeling strategies for such phenomena. Chapter 2 presents a

general class of spatial-temporal stochastic models for social position and be-

havior. Chapter 3 provides analytic results pertaining to this class of models

and a general framework for statistical inference. Chapter 4 utilizes the results

from Chapters 2 and 3 to develop a virtual laboratory for studying the dynam-

ics of social systems and interventions. Chapter 5 presents an application of

the methods from Chapters 3 and 4 to a study of risky behavior in adolescent

friendship networks. Finally, Chapter 6 offers concluding remarks and a gen-

eral discussion of broader impact for this work.
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1.1 Broad Interest in Behavior

Human behavior has long been the subject of broad research in multiple disci-

plines. People are complex social creatures who constantly face a wide variety

of decisions and constraints. Traditionally, economists study behavior in the

context of decision-making as it pertains to the production and consumption

of goods. Alternatively, behavioral psychologists are generally concerned with

events that are observable as well as events that may only occur in the mind

(Baum, 2005). They study the internal and external causes of particular behav-

iors in individuals or small groups. Sociologists are primarily interested in the

many aspects of social behavior. That is, they are interested in developing a

body of knowledge regarding the processes which govern social systems and

the individuals who comprise them (Ritzer and Goodman, 1996).

Although different disciplines have principally different approaches to study-

ing behavior, the core issues are the same. Individuals possess a unique set

of thoughts and experiences that contribute to particular actions. Untangling

thoughts and experiences to develop general theories and methods regarding

these actions can be enormously difficult. Moreover, quantitative measurement

of behavior often poses problems with data collection and modeling. Individ-

uals can be motivated by their personal feelings, the behavior of their peers, fi-

nancial constraints, or countless other factors. In the remainder of this section,

we briefly describe some general approaches to studying behavior in different

disciplines.

1.1.1 Economic Approaches

Economists have traditionally focused on modeling individual behavior such

as demand elasticity or risk aversion in the context of utility maximization

where the effects of other individuals are negligible. That is, individual util-

2



ity functions are not dependent on others’ utility functions. Many economic

phenomena are well explained without considering the influence individuals

may have on one another socially. However, economists have recently gained

interest in modeling addictive substance use, academic achievement, and other

areas where peer influence is not ignorable.

Traditional approaches to modeling addictive substance use have focused

factors such as government regulation and prices (Lewit et al., 1981; Coate and

Grossman, 1986). While regulation and prices can be strong predictors of sub-

stance use, peer influence is also a key driver of this behavior, especially in

adolescents. In more recent work, Lundborg (2006) found significant, positive

peer effects for binge-drinking, smoking, and illicit-drug use among Swedish

adolescents using a probit model with school/grade fixed effects and cluster-

ing within classes. This work is based on a cross-sectional economic model for

peer acceptance.

In addition to substance use, peer effects in academic achievement has gained

attention in the economics literature. Intuitively, there is reason to believe that

a group of strong students may influence their peers and increase their perfor-

mance through competition or student tutoring. Conversely, a group of weak

students may have a similar negative effect on their peers’ overall achievement.

In either case, it is difficult to differentiate between peer selection and influence.

That is, it is unclear if students in a high achieving group are high achieving as

a result of group membership or if the individuals self-select into the group due

to their high achieving status. Hoxby (2000) provides an excellent discussion of

this fundamental issue and a rigorous analysis of classroom performance data

over several years. The analysis uses randomization tests for changes between

adjacent years to assess peer influence through successive changes in perfor-

mance while controlling for changes in gender and race. This work is empiri-

cally driven and sheds light on many of the primary issues one must address
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when studying social interactions.

While economics has a rich history focused on the analysis of markets and

individual decisions, growth in behavioral economics and other subdisciplines

has led to rigorous analyses of social interactions. Manski (2000) explores the

gap between empirical research in social interactions and traditional economic

theory and discusses how economists might make sustained contributions to

the former. Economists have a unique perspective on human behavior and the

discipline is showing strong progress in the area of social interactions.

1.1.2 Measuring Social Interactions

Other disciplines explore the effects of social interactions in a variety of ways.

In some cases. experimental studies can be utilized to measure some of the

influence people have on one another. However, in many cases, it is unethi-

cal to conduct experiments on human subjects. As a result, many studies rely

on complex models and observational data to make conclusions. In psychol-

ogy, traditional research relies on experiments so that strong conclusions can be

made. Sociologists, on the other hand, tend to study social phenomena which

are not conducive to experiments and rely on observational data to draw con-

clusions. Convention would dictate that experimental studies are preferred for

their rigor and precision, but observational studies are often the only available

option.

Although designing ethical experiments to measure peer influence can be

difficult, the psychology literature provides successful examples. In a recent

study, Gardner and Steinberg (2005) compare three age groups of participants

to measure the effects of peer influence on risk taking, risk preference, and risky

decision making at different stages in life. Participants completed question-

naires to assess their risk preference and risky decision making before being
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randomly assigned to conduct a behavioral task alone or with two similarly

aged peers. The study found that participants took more risks when in peer

groups than when alone and that peer effects on risky behavior were stronger

amongst adolescents than adults. However, the results of this study do not

necessarily reflect the nature of peer effects in lasting social relations such as

friendship. Friendships are nuanced relationships that evolve over time and

have potentially significant effects on behavior. It is much more difficult to

study these effects in an experimental framework.

Sociologists have long been interested in the dynamics of behavior and

friendship. The nature of friendship makes experimental studies unethical and

often impossible. Therefore, analyzing the structure of this type of social rela-

tion and the behaviors associated with it depends on observational data. Much

of the sociology literature focuses on the processes of selection (pairing based

on similarity) and influence (similarity arises from pairing). Early work in

this area utilizes simple quantitative techniques for estimating these processes.

Kandel (1978) analyzes longitudinal sociometric data on adolescent friendship

pairs to assess homophily on multiple attributes. A structured survey was ad-

ministered to the entire student body at five schools at the beginning and end

of one academic year. Students were asked to identify their best friend so that

friendship pairs could be established. Selection and influence were inferred

from the observed formation, dissolution, or persistence of friendship ties over

time. Specifically, the author compares counts of homophilous pairs in friend-

ships that form, dissolve, and persist over time. Although this may appear to

be a crude way to estimate complex processes, it marks a major advance in

this area of sociological research and laid a foundation for more sophisticated

techniques.

Measuring social interactions is a challenging problem that spans multiple

disciplines. Examples in psychology have shown that it is possible to design
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and implement experiments that assess the effects of particular social influ-

ences. When experiments are not appropriate for a phenomena of interest, var-

ious techniques can be applied to observational data to draw conclusions. Soci-

ological research offers unique insight into the potential dependence between

various social relations and individual behavior.

1.2 Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) is an area of research that grew out of mod-

ern sociology. It is the study of networks where nodes represent actors or

agents within the network and edges represent relationships. For example,

friendships among students in a classroom or collaborations between health-

care providers can be viewed as social networks. SNA is emerging in multiple

disciplines where complex relational data persists. Among the many examples,

SNA has recently been applied to model the spread of sexually transmitted dis-

eases (Handcock and Jones, 2004), diffusion of innovation (Abrahamson and

Rosenkopf, 1997), and international trade (Kim and Shin, 2002). SNA is a bur-

geoning area of research with an enormous demand for sophisticated methods.

1.2.1 Foundation

Modern SNA emerged in the 1970s out of the mathematical sociology literature.

The first applications of mathematical graph theory to sociometric data (Alba,

1973; Alba and Kadushin, 1976; Barnes, 1969) laid the foundation for a rigorous

formulation of social networks. Most of the early work focuses on structural

properties of observed networks. For example, transitivity, the idea that the

friend of a friend is likely a friend, is thoroughly explored in the literature (Fer-

shtman, 1985; Holland and Leinhardt, 1971). There is also extensive work on

assessing centrality in networks (Moxley and Moxley, 1974; Nieminen, 1973).
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Sociological theory would suggest that central actors in the network have more

prestige and influence over the other actors (Wasserman, 1994). Hence, identi-

fying such actors is of primary interest. Classical SNA metrics are still widely

used to summarize properties of observed networks. However, these conven-

tional techniques tend to lack a framework for statistical inference and measur-

ing uncertainty. Freeman (2004) provides a concise history of the origins and

development of classical social network analysis.

1.2.2 Exponential-Family Random Graph Models

Stochastic models for social networks allow for more sophisticated analysis

of relational data and social phenomena. The Erdős-Rényi model (Erdos and

Renyi, 1959) for random graphs is the simple, elegant origin of such models.

Extending upon this, Holland and Leinhardt (1981) derived an exponential

family of probability distributions for directed graphs that is widely used in

practice today. The exponential-family random graph model (ERGM), is a well

developed framework for modeling dyadic variables conditional on nodal co-

variates and network characteristics (Frank and Strauss, 1986; Handcock and

Gile, 2010; Handcock et al., 2014b).

ERGMs are widely used in applied research to study a variety of social pro-

cesses. For example, Van Rossem and Vlegels (2009) detect significant ethnic

homophily in Flemish high schools using a meta analysis of ERGMs on friend-

ship networks. Similarly, Atouba and Shumate (2014) use ERGMs to conclude

that non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are more likely to collaborate

when they have the same status, closer funding dates, similar funding partners,

and are headquartered in similar geographic regions. While these findings are

certainly not unexpected, the fact that ERGMs provide quantifiable results for

otherwise qualitative notions is a major contribution to social science research.
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Unfortunately, ERGMs are not flawless stochastic models. There are well

documented model degeneracy problems with several subclasses of the ERGM

(Schweinberger, 2011). Many common specifications suffer from degeneracy in

that simulated networks occupy a small proportion of the sample space. That

is, most of the simulated networks from a particular specification are nearly

complete (all edges present) or nearly empty (no edges present). Since ERGM

simulation is realized through Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods,

there are many potential causes for these issues. The existence of model de-

generacy poses a challenging problem in the application of ERGMs. Without

thorough understanding and investigation of a particular model, the researcher

can never be certain that the specification is not degenerate.

1.2.3 Longitudinal Models for Social Networks

There are numerous stochastic models for the evolution of social networks.

Longitudinal network data makes it possible to track changes in social ties

and covariates over time so that the dynamics of social process may be in-

ferred. However, these processes are complex with intricate dependencies so

there is a need for sophisticated models. Holland and Leinhardt (1977) provide

one of the earliest continuous-time Markov models for the process by which

social structure affects individual behavior. Arguably, the most popular sub-

class of these continuous-time Markov models is the so called stochastic actor-

oriented model (SAOM) described in Snijders (2005) and Snijders et al. (2010).

These models are framed in the context of individual actors making decisions

to form or break ties with other actors on a continuous time scale. Snijders

et al. (2007) extend the SAOMs to jointly model selection (individuals’ network-

related choices) and influence (effect of actors on each other’s attributes). The

SAOMs are accessible for practitioners through the RSiena (Ripley et al., 2013)

software package.
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In addition to the continuous-time Markov models, there is a robust class

of discrete-time Markov models for longitudinal social networks. Robins and

Pattison (2001) naturally extend the ERGM framework by allowing for depen-

dence between graphs across discrete time steps and proposing a general tem-

poral model. Additionally, Hanneke et al. (2010) define a discrete Temporal

ERGM (TERGM) which assumes an exponential-family model for the transi-

tions between graphs. Assuming an exponential-family model for the transi-

tions between graphs dramatically reduces the broader model class, but it also

makes parameter estimation computationally feasible through MCMC sam-

pling. Next, Krivitsky and Handcock (2013) further specify TERGMs with

the Separable Temporal ERGM (STERGM) by postulating that the processes by

which actors form and dissolve ties are independent, or separable, conditional

on the previous state of the network. Though this is the most restricted class of

discrete-time ERGMs, it facilitates improved likelihood-based inference and in-

terpretability. Moreover, there is reliable software available for applying these

methods (Krivitsky and Handcock, 2014b).

While these models for longitudinal social networks are extremely sophis-

ticated and appealing for applied analysis of social processes, problems still

persist. Both the SAOMs and discrete-time ERGMs suffer from the same model

degeneracy issues discussed previously. Moreover, issues arising due to model

degeneracy become more difficult to detect and assess as model specifications

become more complex. There are also strong assumptions built in to these

frameworks that may not be realistic. For example, all of these models assume

that the set of actors in the network remains fixed over time. In reality, so-

cial systems are constantly changing and it may be difficult to track the same

set of actors over long periods of time. Lastly, there are major computational

challenges associated with implementing these models. Such challenges make

innovations and applications in longitudinal social network analysis difficult
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in practice.

1.2.4 Latent Space Approaches

Observed social networks are typically represented by directed (or undirected)

graphs where edges indicate the presence of a relationship, e.g., friendship. As

a result, complex relations are reduced to a binary indicator. Advances in la-

tent space models for rank data provide new context for conceptualizing this

information (Gormley and Murphy, 2007). Hoff et al. (2002) summarize general

latent space approaches to social network analysis while Handcock et al. (2007)

describe an unobserved Euclidean social space where the actors’ positions arise

stochastically from a mixture of distributions corresponding to different clus-

ters. These strategies are appealing for their flexibility and interpretability but

have only been developed for cross-sectional networks.

Since latent space approaches to social network analysis postulate the ex-

istence of an unobserved space where points represent actors, a natural exten-

sion would be to propose a spatial-temporal point process for the underlying

dynamics. A major drawback in the current models for social network evolu-

tion is the assumption that the set of actors remains fixed over time. In real

social systems, e.g., an urban high school, the set of actors is constantly chang-

ing so this assumption can be problematic. Spatial birth-death processes offer a

stochastic framework for the positions of actors as they enter or exit the system

over time (Moller and Waagepetersen, 2003). Unfortunately, these processes

do not model changes in persistent (present at several consecutive time points)

actors’ positions. Hence, we seek a stochastic model which describes the posi-

tions of actors as they enter, navigate, and exit the social space. In Chapter 2,

we formally define the social space and derive a discrete-time Markov process

to describe fundamental social phenomena.
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1.3 Simulation of Social Systems

Simulation is a popular technique for assessing potential policy changes, dis-

ease spread, and other events that may significantly impact different popula-

tions. Simulating events of interest with reasonable uncertainty is often pre-

ferred over reporting model summaries because it is easily interpretable and

accessible. Modern statistical models can be complex with parameters that are

difficult to interpret correctly in context. For example, presenting parameter

estimates from a logistic regression to public health officials without quanti-

tative training can be difficult. To the contrary, presenting simulated levels of

disease prevalence under various conditions from the same logistic regression

model is comprehensible to a much broader audience. However, accurate sim-

ulations require simplifying assumptions and many social processes cannot be

reasonably reduced to a set of computationally tractable assumptions.

Recent advances in computing power and efficiency has led to a boom in

the use of agent-based modeling (ABM) as a simulation-based modeling tech-

nique with numerous applications. In ABM, a system of autonomous, decision-

making agents exist to individually assess and make decisions based on some

specified set of rules (Bonabeau, 2002). For example, agents could be firms in

a marketplace producing, consuming, and selling goods. One major advan-

tage of ABM is that agents can evolve through repeated interactions leading

to unanticipated behavior which is not captureable by traditional mathemati-

cal approaches. Moreover, the individual decision rules can range from very

simple to extremely complex depending on the system under evaluation. This

range of decision rules can lead to otherwise unexpected results. Lastly, ABM

leads to easily interpretable results by way of straightforward summaries of

multiple simulations.

ABM has been applied to simulate actors in social systems with mixed re-
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sults. ABM has been successfully implemented to model the diffusion of water-

saving innovations in Southern Germany (Schwarz and Ernst, 2009). The re-

sults of this simulation-based study show that water-saving innovations are

likely to diffuse throughout the area in the near future even without further

promotion. Similarly, ABM is used to simulate various markets due to the nu-

anced nature of purchasing decions. For example, the emerging market for

plug-in hybrid vehicles is difficult to assess since the demand for such vehicles

is highly variable across individuals. Eppstein et al. (2011) use ABM to model

the penetration of plug-in hybrid vehicles in conventional markets by using

sensitivity to gasoline prices, willingness to adopt technology, and other char-

acteristics of typical consumers. Their findings indicate that a potential gaso-

line tax with proceeds going toward longer range hybrid technology research

could be beneficial for increasing demand. While ABM is innovative and ap-

pealing in many applications, it relies heavily on the set of decision rules pro-

grammed into the simulation. Human beings are very complex creatures who

consider a vast set of decision rules that cannot be feasibly programmed into

an ABM simulation. Hence, any set of decision rules used in ABM is based

on simplifying assumptions. In some practical applications, these assumptions

are unreasonable and lead to misleading results.

In Chapter 4, we use the general class of spatial-temporal point processes

presented in Chapter 2 to simulate social systems with limited simplifying as-

sumptions. This alternative to ABM provides a new simulation-based frame-

work for assessing the effects of interventions on small populations. In certain

populations, peer influence and social forces drive behavior in a significant

way that is difficult to define with a set of individual decision rules. Many

ABM approaches use fixed networks to replicate these social forces but this

lacks flexibility since social networks are constantly evolving. In chapter 5, we

apply this simulation framework to alcohol use in a group of adolescents.
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CHAPTER 2

Spatial Temporal Exponential-Family Point

Processes

This chapter presents a new class of stochastic models for the co-evolution of

social structure and behavior over time. Based on core principles of social sys-

tems, we formulate a discrete time Markov process through a series of spatial-

temporal processes for social position and behavior. These processes are con-

structed to provide realistic, tractable models for a variety of problems involv-

ing social interactions and behavior. Lastly, we offer motivation and intuition

for each component of the broader model class as well as a holistic view of the

full specification.

2.1 Conceptualization

To motivate the methods presented here, consider a group of people who in-

teract regularly over time, e.g., students at an urban middle school. We want

to understand the social and behavior dynamics of these people over time. For

example, we might ask how a student’s social ties affect her propensity to drink

alcohol or engage in risky sex. To do so, we need a rich representation of the

time sensitive social landscape. Note that this approach is distinctly different

from a traditional panel survey where we attempt to follow a fixed cohort over

time. Instead, we focus on the interactions of a dynamic population where we

may observe significant composition change within the group between waves
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of data collection. That is, we do not expect to observe the same set of people

at every wave.

Generally, consider a set of actors who interact with each other socially at

time t. In the example above, the actors are students and their social interac-

tions are facilitated by the middle school they attend. Also consider the posi-

tions of actors in some metric space at time t. While we formalize this below,

the intuition is straightforward: the set of distances between positions in space

represent social relations. For example, two people who have been friends for

years tend to be very close to one another in the space whereas casual acquain-

tances tend to be considerably farther apart.

The major advantage of this conceptualization is flexibility. Complex and

nuanced relationships can be accurately represented by a distance metric. Con-

ventionally, we study social networks where relationships are binary, e.g., 1 in-

dicates a friendship nomination and 0 the absence of such a nomination. More-

over, this formulation imposes two very important social features: reciprocity

and transitivity. Since distance is symmetric by definition, all relationships can

be considered reciprocated in this space. Note that this is not inconsistent with

reality since we are not concerned with perceived relationships but rather the

unique, true relationship. Distance also satisfies the triangle inequality by def-

inition. Hence, transitivity, the idea that a friend of a friend is likely a friend,

is imposed structurally. As a result, this framework is inappropriate in cases

where transitivity is unlikely, e.g., a sexual relationships.

2.2 Specification

In this section, we rigorously define the social space, state model assumptions,

and derive a robust class of spatial-temporal point processes for social dynam-

ics. We present the necessary elements of this modeling framework concisely
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while motivation and interpretations are provided in the next section.

2.2.1 Definitions and Assumptions

For t = 0, 1, . . . , let N t = {1, . . . , nt} be the set of unique actor labels up to

time t with N0 ⊆ N1 ⊆ · · · and let St ⊆ N t denote the set of actors present

at time t. Further, let (S , ‖·‖) be a normed space where Zt = {Zt
i ∈ S :

i ∈ St} is the set of actor positions at time t and X t is an nt × q matrix of

actor covariates, where X is the sample space for these covariates. We say

that {St, X t, Zt}t≥0 defines a social space. Next, suppose that St (and implic-

itly N t), X t, and Zt are random variables that jointly form a stochastic pro-

cess. If {St, X t, Zt}t≥0 satisfies the Markov property in time and the transi-

tion probability P (St, X t, Zt|St−1, X t−1, Zt−1) is an exponential family, then we

call {St, X t, Zt}t≥0 a Spatial Temporal Exponential-Family Point Process (STEPP).

Next, we construct a fundamental class of STEPPs by making a few assump-

tions about the social space and deriving transition distributions.

Assumption 1: {St}t≥0 is a process exogenous to (X t, Zt). Recall that St

is the set of actors who are currently in the system at time t, e.g., students in

a classroom. While one can imagine many scenarios in which the actors who

enter or exit the social space is endogenous, e.g., delinquent students are more

likely to be expelled, we focus here on the exogenous cases.

Assumption 2: Actor positions in social space, {Zt
i : i ∈ St}, are condition-

ally independent given the previous positions, Zt−1. This assumes that actors

move through the social space based on the information available at the current

time.

Assumption 1 makes modeling the composition change of actor sets be-

tween waves distinctly separate from the changes in actor positions and their

corresponding covariates. We refer to {St}t≥0 as a migration process where the
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actors who enter the system are immigrants and the actors who exit the system

are emigrants. Assumption 2 implies that we can marginalize the transition dis-

tributions at the actor-level. Thus, we derive a general class of STEPPs below

by specifying the form of

P (Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1)

where it is implicit that i ∈ St. We refer to this as the ego transition distribution

(ETD) and it is specified by a series of increasingly complex processes. These

processes are basic drift, atomic drift, homophilous attraction, homophilous

repulsion, heterophilous attraction, and heterophilous repulsion.

2.2.2 Foundational Processes

A basic drift process describes actor positions only and is determined by a single

parameter δ0 ≥ 0. The ETD is given by

Pδ0(Z
t
i |Zt−1, St−1) =

exp
(
−δ0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

i

∥∥)
c(δ0)

(2.1)

where

c(δ0) =

∫
S

exp
(
−δ0

∥∥z − Zt−1
i

∥∥) · µ(dz)

is the normalizing constant. Note that given the space (S , ‖·‖), the underlying

measure µ must be chosen to ensure c(δ0) < ∞. A basic drift process is the

simplest stochastic model for actor mobility in social space. Along these lines,

we also have behavior persistence. For m = 1, . . . , q, x ∈ Xm, and for every

i ∈ St−1 ∩ St, let

ρxm = P (X t
im = x|X t−1

im = x) (2.2)

denote the probability that behavior m persists at level x through a single tran-

sition. In the case where ρxm = ρym for all x, y ∈ Xm, we say that behavior m fol-

lows uniform behavior persistence and simply use the parameter ρm. Otherwise,
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we say that behavior m follows differential behavior persistence. Note that this

alone does not completely specify a probability distribution except in the case

of a Bernoulli random variable. Also, note that in the case where a covariate is

structurally non-random, we can set ρm = 1. For brevity in notation, we assume

uniform behavior persistence through this section and let ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρq).

To derive more complex processes, we need to formalize the notion of close-

ness in social space. For any z ∈ S and k ∈ N, consider a set E ⊂ S with

|E| <∞ and z /∈ E, where | · | denotes the counting measure. Let

I1 = arg min
z′∈E

‖z − z′‖ .

For j = 2, . . . , k, let Jj−1 = E \
⋃j−1
l=1 Il where

Ij = arg min
z′∈Jj−1

‖z − z′‖ .

Then we say that

Bk(z, E) =
k⋃
j=1

Ij (2.3)

defines a neighbor set for z where E is the defining expression. Next, let w :

S ×S → [0, 1] be a weighting function for two positions in social space. If w

satisfies

(i) w(z, z) = 1;

(ii) there exists a z′ 6= z such that w(z, z′) = 1;

(iii) w(z, z′)→ 0 as ‖z − z′‖ → ∞;

(iv) w(z, z′)→ 0 as ‖z − z′‖ → 0.

then we say that it is an atomic weighting. For motivation of this definition, see

Section 2.3 below.
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Similar to a basic drift process, an atomic drift process describes actor posi-

tions only and is determined by a single parameter δ1 ≥ 0. However, the ETD

is considerably more complex. For an atomic weighting w, atomic drift is de-

fined by

Pδ1(Z
t
i |Zt−1, St−1) =

exp
(
−δ1

∑
j∈St−1 1(Zt−1

j ∈ Bk(Zt−1
i , Zt−1

−i ))w(Zt−1
i , Zt−1

j )
∥∥Zt

i − Zt−1
j

∥∥)
c(δ1)

(2.4)

where Zt−1
−i = Zt−1 \ {Zt−1

i } and 1(·) is the indicator function. As specified

above, Bk(Zt−1
i , Zt−1

−i ) is, with some exceptions, the set of k nearest neighbors of

ego i at time t− 1. In the event that |St−1| ≤ k, this neighbor set will have fewer

than k members and in the event that multiple actors occupy the exact same

position at t− 1, it could have more than k members. Nonetheless, we refer to

this as the set of k nearest neighbors for ego i at time t− 1. Finally, we combine

basic drift and atomic drift to define the general drift process

Pδ(Z
t
i |Zt−1, St−1) = Pδ0(Z

t
i |Zt−1, St−1)Pδ1(Z

t
i |Zt−1, St−1), (2.5)

where δ = (δ0, δ1).

2.2.3 Dependence Between Positions and Covariates

Next, we introduce homophilous and heterophilous attraction processes. For a

discrete covariate X t
m and ego i, let

Atim = {Zt−1
l ∈ Zt−1

−i : l ∈ St−1, X t
im = X t−1

lm }

and

U t
im = {Zt−1

l ∈ Zt−1
−i : l ∈ St−1, X t

im 6= X t−1
lm }.

Note that natural extensions exist for continuous covariates but we do not ex-

plicitly define them here. For the sake of this construction, assume that all
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covariates are discrete. Given a set of parameters α1, . . . , αq ≥ 0 and an atomic

weighting w, which we write wt−1
ij = w(Zt−1

i , Zt−1
j ) for simplicity, the ETD of a

homophilous attraction process on the mth covariate is

Pαm(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1) =

exp
(
−αm

∑
j∈St−1 1(Zt−1

j ∈ Bk(Zt−1
i , Atim))wt−1

ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥)
c(αm)

. (2.6)

The ETD for homophilous attraction on all covariates is defined by

Pα(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1) =

q∏
m=1

Pαm(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1)

∝ exp

− q∑
m=1

∑
j∈St−1

αm1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Atim))wt−1
ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥ , (2.7)

where α = (α1, . . . , αq). Here, we omit the normalizing constant in the defini-

tion and use the proportional symbol,∝. Given a set of parameters υ1, . . . , υq ≥

0 and an atomic weighting w, the ETD of a heterophilous attraction process on the

mth covariate is

Pυm(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1) =

exp
(
−υm

∑
j∈St−1 1(Zt−1

j ∈ Bk(Zt−1
i , U t

im))wt−1
ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥)
c(υm)

, (2.8)

which is similar to homophilous attraction but with the neighbor set U t
im. Nat-

urally, the ETD for heterophilous attraction on all covariates is defined by

Pυ(Z
t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1) =

q∏
m=1

Pυm(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1)

∝ exp

− q∑
m=1

∑
j∈St−1

υm1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , U t
im))wt−1

ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥ , (2.9)

where υ = (υ1, . . . , υq).

Last, we introduce homophilous and heterophilous repulsion. If (S , ‖·‖) is

a linear space, we can alter the ETD for attraction to obtain an opposing effect
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which we refer to as repulsion. Given the determining parameters α̃1, . . . , α̃q ≥

0, the ETD of a homophilous repulsion process is given by

Pα̃(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1) ∝

exp

− q∑
m=1

∑
j∈St−1

α̃m1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Atim))wt−1
ij

∥∥Zt
i − (2Zt−1

i − Zt−1
j )

∥∥ ,

(2.10)

where α̃ = (α̃1, . . . , α̃q). Note that repulsion-like distributions are possible in

non-linear spaces but are not addressed here. Homophilous repulsion is struc-

turally very similar to homophilous attraction except we replace
∥∥Zt

i − Zt−1
j

∥∥
with

∥∥Zt
i − (2Zt−1

i − Zt−1
j )

∥∥ in the ETD. In a linear space, this has the effect of

reflecting the point Zt−1
j through Zt−1

i and considering the attraction toward

the reflected point which can be viewed as a repulsion away from the origi-

nal point Zt−1
j . Similarly, for parameters υ̃1, . . . , υ̃q, the ETD of a heterophilous

repulsion process is given by

Pυ̃(Z
t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1) ∝

exp

− q∑
m=1

∑
j∈St−1

υ̃m1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , U t
im))wt−1

ij

∥∥Zt
i − (2Zt−1

i − Zt−1
j )

∥∥ ,

(2.11)

where υ̃ = (υ̃1, . . . , υ̃q).

2.2.4 Complete STEPP

The complete specification for this class of STEPPs is a combination of the pro-

cesses derived above and an exponential-family model for Pλ(St|St−1) where λ

is a parameter vector that determines the distribution. Recall that we assume

an exogenous migration process which may take many forms, e.g., the number

of emigrants follows a binomial distribution and the number of immigrants a
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Poisson distribution. To preserve generality, we do not further specify this dis-

tribution. For homophily (heterophily), either attraction or repulsion can be

used but not both simultaneously. Assuming homophilous and heterophilous

attraction, we let

θ = (δ, α, υ, ρ, λ)>

denote the complete parameter vector for this class of STEPPs. The complete

transition probability is given by

Pθ(S
t, X t, Zt|St−1, X t−1, Zt−1) = Pλ(S

t|St−1)
∏
i∈St

Pδ(Z
t
i |Zt−1, St−1)

× exp

(
q∑

m=1

1(X t
im = X t−1

im ) log ρm + 1(X t
im 6= X t−1

im ) log(1− ρm)

)
×Pα(Zt

i , X
t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1)Pυ(Z

t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1), (2.12)

which is an exponential family. Although many other specifications exist for

STEPPs, when we write (St, X t, Zt) ∼ STEPP(θ) it is in reference to this partic-

ular class.

2.3 Description of STEPP Dynamics

In this section, we further describe and interpret the class of STEPPs constructed

above. The previous section provides a formal specification. This section ex-

pands the intuition and motivation for each individual process as well as a

complete view of the entire model class. To illustrate this, we use the set of

eight random actor positions in Figure 2.1 as the initial state and generate var-

ious processes. There is a single binary covariate with four actors randomly

assigned the value 1 and the others 0. In each example below, we use three

nearest neighbors (k = 3), Euclidean distance squared for the norm, and the

fourth atomic weighting function from Figure 2.5. In each drift process, we

assume the single binary covariate is not random (ρ = 1) to emphasize the
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changes in actor positions with each process. For attraction and repulsion pro-

cesses, we simulate examples with different levels of behavior persistence.

Initial Actor Positions

Figure 2.1: An example of initial positions for eight actors in social space. There

is one binary covariate for each actor indicated by node color. Pink nodes have

a value of 1 and green nodes have a value of 0.

2.3.1 Basic Drift and Behavior Persistence

The drift processes should be viewed as the primary components of this class.

Basic drift is governed by δ0, a parameter that dictates the magnitude of ac-

tors’ movements between transitions, and has the simplest ETD. The proba-

bility mass in the ETD is symmetric about the ego’s previous position and the

rate of decay is proportional to δ0. That is, larger values of δ0 place more mass

near the previous position than would smaller values. The mode of the ETD
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is always the ego’s previous position so basic drift reinforces the notion that

actors tend to navigate the social space with respect to their current position

rather than jump around aggressively. A STEPP with basic drift alone results

in actors generally drifting around the space making predictable, symmetric

movements between transitions. Figure 2.2 shows one time transition for a

drift process. The plot on the left has a dashed circle to indicate the shape and

position of a single ETD. The center of the circle is the mean and mode of the

ETD which is the initial position of the ego and the length of the radius is equal

to the variance. The direction and length of the arrows in the plot on the right

best illustrate the process showing actors drifting with respect to their previous

position alone.

Basic Drift - Distribution for Single Actor Basic Drift - One time transition

Figure 2.2: An example of a basic drift process with δ0 = 1. The plot on the

left shows the distribution for a single actor with a dashed circle. The center

of the circle (the actor’s initial position) is the mean/mode of the density and

the radius is the variance. The plot on the right shows the movements of actors

through one time transition. Original positions are shown in light colors, new

positions are in full colors, and arrows show the change.
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Similarly, behavior persistence is fundamental to the dynamics of random

covariates. For this discussion we consider discrete covariates since the proba-

bilistic structure is substantively different for the continuous case. The behavior

persistence parameter stabilizes the overall prevalence of observable behaviors

over time. For covariates with uniform behavior persistence, there is a ten-

dency for the distribution of these to converge to a uniform equilibrium. That

is, the overall prevalence for each value is roughly equal to that of all other val-

ues in the long-run. This proves problematic in cases where we observe stable,

low prevalence of a behavior, e.g., drug use in middle schools. For a binary

covariate, uniform behavior persistence may be present when overall preva-

lence steadily increases over time from a level below 50%, steadily decreases

over time from a level above 50%, or when it is reasonable to assume that the

equilibrium prevalence is around 50%. When this is not the case, it is more

likely that a covariate follows differential behavior persistence. Since differen-

tial behavior persistence can lead to non-uniform prevalence levels over time,

it is far more practical when studying stigmatized or marginalized behaviors.

More detailed examples are given in Chapter 4.

2.3.2 Atomic Drift and Weighting

The ETD of atomic drift is considerably more complex than that of basic drift,

but this is essential for ensuring that a specification resembles actual social pro-

cesses. In essence, the atomic drift process allows other actors to impact the

movement of the ego through a transition with the caveat that only a fixed

number of them may have an actual effect and their distance relative to the ego

largely determines the magnitude of said effect. We use neighbor sets to fix the

number of actors in the social space who may have an effect on the ego because

it’s impractical to assume that the ego is affected by every other actor at a given

time. For example, if the social space is a large corporate office with thousands
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of employees, any one person cannot possibly know everyone else let alone be

significantly influenced by them socially. It is more likely that an employee is

aware of a few hundred others and noticeably influenced by one or two dozen

of them. Dunbar (1992) uses neocortex size in primates to place an upper limit

on the size of groups which any species can maintain as cohesive social units.

Based on this work, it is hypothesized that humans can effectively maintain

social groups with up to 150-200 people. Thus, we only sum over the k nearest

neighbors in the atomic drift ETD. Focusing on the effect of a single neighbor j

on the ego i, the functional form would be

exp
(
−δ1w(Zt−1

i , Zt−1
j )

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥) .
This is strikingly similar to the ETD for basic drift with the inclusion of a

weight. This is where using atomic weights is crucial.

Figure 2.3 shows the distribution for an atomic drift process only (no ba-

sic drift). The arrows in the plot on the left indicate the effect of each near-

est neighbor on the ETD. We can see the closer neighbors have longer arrows

which indicates a larger impact on the ego’s movement. Unlike basic drift, the

mean of the ETD is not located at the ego’s initial position. Instead, it is based

on a weighted average of the initial positions for the three nearest neighbors.

The plot on the right shows one time transition for atomic drift only. Com-

paring this to the transition for basic drift, the differences become clear. There

is a clear trend for actors to move toward one another with effects dependent

upon the proximity of neighbors. The variance of the ETDs for actors in the

upper left group are much larger than those in the lower right group since the

pairwise distances are larger. We can clearly see this by comparing the average

length and direction of movement arrows between the two groups. In Figure

2.4, we combine basic and atomic drift to form a complete drift process. We see

the same effects on the ETD from neighbors except the resulting distribution is

closer to the initial position of the ego. Moreover, we see that actors move in
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similar directions through one time transition but the size of the steps is gen-

erally smaller. This is due to the basic drift parameter reinforcing the tendency

for actors to remain near their previous position.

Atomic Drift - Distribution for Single Actor Atomic Drift - One time transition

Figure 2.3: An example of an atomic drift process with δ1 = 1. The plot on the

left shows the distribution for a single actor with a dashed circle. The mean of

the distribution is the center and the variance is the radius. Unlike basic drift,

the center is not at the ego’s initial position but a weighted average of nearest

neighbor initial positions. The plot on the right shows the movements of actors

through one time transition. Original positions are shown in light colors, new

positions are in full colors, and arrows show the change.
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Basic and Atomic Drift - Distribution for Single Actor Basic and Atomic Drift - One time transition

Figure 2.4: An example of a complete drift process with δ0 = δ1 = 1. The plot

on the left shows the distribution for a single actor with a dashed circle. The

mean of the distribution is the center and the variance is the radius. This looks

similar to the distribution with atomic drift alone but the effects of neighbors

are reduced by the presence of basic drift. The plot on the right shows the

movements of actors through one time transition. Original positions are shown

in light colors, new positions are in full colors, and arrows show the change.

The particular dynamics of STEPPs depend heavily on the inclusion of atomic

weights. To motivate this, we appeal to principles in theoretical physics and

psychology. Newton’s law of universal gravitation tells us that any two bodies

will attract one another with a force that is inversely proportional to the square

of the distance between them. In particle physics, this force is considered negli-

gible due to the fact that individual atomic masses are extremely small in com-

parison to surrounding bodies such as the Earth. However, there is a repulsive

electromagnetic force between two atoms when the distance between them is

small. This force exists due to the negative charge of the electrons that orbit

each atom. One can imagine a universe where there are no large bodies to
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dwarf the mass of individual atoms so these forces can coexist. The observable

result would be a weak attractive force between atoms that increases as the dis-

tance between them decreases. Once the distance becomes sufficiently small,

there is a weak repulsive force that increases as the distance between the atoms

decreases. Thus, a natural balance arises.

Schopenhauer (1974) cleverly describes this as the porcupine dilemma: “a

number of porcupines huddled together for warmth on a cold day in winter;

but, as they began to prick one another with their quills, they were obliged to

disperse. However the cold drove them together again, when just the same

thing happened. At last, after many turns of huddling and dispersing, they

discovered that they would be best off by remaining at a little distance from

one another. In the same way the need of society drives the human porcupines

together, only to be mutually repelled by the many prickly and disagreeable

qualities of their nature.”

As such, we incorporate atomic weights in the ETD for an atomic drift pro-

cess to provide general attraction between actors while providing stability in

the social space over time. In the complete ETD for atomic drift, we combine

the effects of each properly weighted neighbor and scale the overall effect by

δ1. Intuitively, the nearest neighbors have the largest effects and the farthest

neighbors have the smallest effects except in cases when near neighbors are too

close to the ego. Recall that we only require atomic weights to approach zero

in the respective limits so the specific functional form may dramatically impact

the dynamics of a social space.

In Figure 2.5 below, we provide four examples of atomic weighting func-

tions. The functions are evocatively named to reflect the nature of an ego who

possesses such a weighting function. First is the blind porcupine; a function

that favors close proximity only. Referring back to Schopenhauer’s porcupines,

this function can be interpreted as a blind porcupine who only assigns positive
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weight to others when he can touch them. Naturally, the weight increases as

their distances increases and the prick of their quills decreases. Though once he

can no longer feel the neighboring porcupine, the weight drops sharply since

he can no longer perceive her. Second, we have a function for an actor with a

fear of commitment. As the distance between he and another actor increases, so

does the weight to a certain threshold. Once a neighbor gets to close, he quickly

realizes it and the weight drops abruptly. Third is the social butterfly or overly

friendly ego. This concave function places large weights on a larger range of

distances between the ego and other actors. This function may be useful mathe-

matically due to its smoothness. Last, we have the realist. This function is aptly

named because it reflects typical social processes. The weights in this case are

computed as distance squared for actors who are less than one unit away and

the inverse of distance squared for those one unit or farther. The rationale for

this specific function is explained further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.5: A variety of example atomic weighting functions that can be used

in different social systems where actors may have particular attitudes about

their social relations. In each plot, the horizontal axis indicates the distance be-

tween the ego and a particular actor while the verticle axis indicates the weight

assigned to such an actor. The name of each function reflects the social impli-

cations of its shape.
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2.3.3 Attraction and Repulsion

Homophilous and heterophilous attraction are similar to atomic drift but the

primary difference is in the specification of neighbor sets. In homophilous (het-

erophilous) attraction, the set Atim (U t
im) is constructed based on the random

state of X t
im which provides a crucial dependence between the ego’s social po-

sition and behavior. Given the random state of X t
im, we consider the set of

nearest homophilous (heterophilous) neighbors based on the behavior of those

neighbors at time t − 1 in order to compute the ETD. That is, the ego does not

speculate about the future behavior of others.

Homophilous (heterophilous) repulsion is similar to attraction since we use

the same neighbor set Atim (U t
im) in the ETD but the position adjustment is fun-

damentally different. Recall that for repulsion, we replace
∥∥Zt

i − Zt−1
j

∥∥ with∥∥Zt
i − (2Zt−1

i − Zt−1
j )

∥∥. In the ETD, the term
∥∥Zt

i − Zt−1
j

∥∥ places some mass of

the distribution centered around the position of actor j at time t− 1. It follows

that the term
∥∥Zt

i − (2Zt−1
i − Zt−1

j )
∥∥ places the same mass centered around the

position 2Zt−1
i − Zt−1

j . In a linear space, this point is equivalent to the reflec-

tion of Zt−1
j through Zt−1

i . In this form, it is clear that repulsion is actually an

opposing attraction.

In Figure 2.6 we treat the covariate as fixed to emphasize the effect of attrac-

tion and repulsion on actor positions. Similar to atomic drift, nearby neighbors

have an effect on the ego according to the weighting function. However, we

subset the nearest neighbors according to their similarity or dissimilarity on a

given covariate. In this case, the attraction and repulsion parameters are the

same to highlight the aggregate effect on the ETD but it is easy to conceptualize

the impact of varying parameter values on each distribution.
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Attraction and Repulsion - Distribution for Single Actor Attraction and Repulsion - One time transition

Figure 2.6: An example of homophilous attraction and heterophilous repulsion

with α1 = υ̃1 = 1 and ρ = 1. In this case, the covariate is not random to em-

phasize the position changes. The plot on the left shows the effects of alike

neighbors with pink arrows and the effects of unlike neighbors with green ar-

rows. The aggregate effect is the ETD illustrated by the dashed circle. The plot

on the right shows the movements of all actors through one time transition.

Since the covariate is not random, we do not see any changes in node color.

In Figure 2.7, we allow for a random covariate and set the uniform persis-

tence to 0.75. That is, without any influence from others, actors will change

their behavior about 75% of the time. Hence, observing a probability of change

above or below this level is reflective of the influence other actors have on the

ego. In this example, the probability that the highlighted ego’s behavior per-

sists is 0.69, a value lower than the base parameter. Upon inspection, we ob-

serve that two of the ego’s three nearest neighbors actually exhibit the opposite

behavior at the initial time. While it is still more likely that the behavior will

persist for this particular ego, we see that the expected position in the next time

period heavily depends on this outcome. If the ego’s behavior changes, then
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he moves toward the two neighbors with that behavior and the variance of this

move is relatively modest. If the ego’s behavior persists, then he moves away

from the dissimilar neighbors and generally toward similar actors. However,

these actors are much farther apart in the space which causes the variance of

this move to be somewhat larger than the alternative. Similarly, we observe the

analogous in Figure 2.8 for repulsion but with opposing effects. That is, the ego

is driven away from dissimilar actors when there is heterophilous repulsion

present in the same way he is drawn toward similar actors with homophilous

attraction present depending on the random value of the covariate.

Attraction (Persistent) - Distribution for Single Actor Attraction (Change) - Distribution for Single Actor

Figure 2.7: An example of homophilous attraction and uniform behavior preva-

lence with α1 = 1 and ρ = 0.75. In this case, the covariate is random so we show

the ETD for each possible value. Given the parameters, the probability that the

value persists for the highlighted ego (the left plot) is 0.69 and the probability

that it changes (the right plot) is 0.31. The probability of persistence is lower

than the persistence parameter which is due to the behavior of nearby neigh-

bors. The dashed circle in each plot is centered at the mean with radius equal

to the variance.
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Repulsion (Persistent) - Distribution for Single Actor Repulsion (Change) - Distribution for Single Actor

Figure 2.8: An example of heterophilous repulsion and uniform behavior

prevalence with υ̃1 = 1 and ρ = 0.75. In this case, the covariate is random

so we show the ETD for each possible value. Given the parameters, the prob-

ability that the value persists (the left plot) is 0.80 and the probability that it

changes (the right plot) is 0.20. The probability of persistence is higher than

the persistence parameter which is due to the behavior of nearby neighbors.

The dashed circle in each plot is centered at the mean with radius equal to the

variance.

2.3.4 Full Specification

Thus far, we have focused on each individual process without combining all

of them to form a complete process. Figure 2.9 below shows four time transi-

tions for the set of eight actors with a fully specified STEPP. In this example,

we observe fairly natural social dynamics playing out. Basic drift ensures that

actors do not stray to too far between transitions while atomic drift promotes

actors being generally attracted to one another. Further, homophilous attrac-

tion and heterophilous repulsion incorporate the dependence between social
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position and behavior over time. Overall, the combination of these processes

leads to stable, realistic social systems. Later we explore the impact of various

parameter values on the short and long run social dynamics observed through

STEPPs.

Complete STEPP - time 0 to time 1 Complete STEPP - time 1 to time 2

Complete STEPP - time 2 to time 3 Complete STEPP - time 3 to time 4

Figure 2.9: Four time transitions from a complete STEPP with δ0 = δ1 = α1 =

υ̃1 = 1 and ρ = 0.75. In each plot, the solid colored nodes indicate the new actor

positions and the faded colored nodes the former positions. The gray arrows

mark the movements between time periods.
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In this model class, each process is straightforward and motivated by basic

social forces. As a result, it may be difficult to grasp the gravity of a complete

specification. Since we cannot include attraction and repulsion on the same

covariate, consider a STEPP with (basic and atomic) drift, homophilous attrac-

tion on each covariate and heterophilous repulsion on each covariate like in the

example above. This complete process is extremely complex in its raw func-

tional form but at the core, each ETD has a summation over different effects

from neighboring actors to the ego. Each effect is slightly different depending

on time-sensitive information (relative distances between actors and behavior)

and global properties determined by each parameter. By construction, each pa-

rameter is non-negative so we can focus on their relative differences for inter-

pretation. For example, the largest of α1, . . . , αq indicates the covariate which

exhibits the strongest attraction between similar actors. Alternatively, one of

the υ̃1, . . . , υ̃q being very small or 0 indicates a covariate which exhibits little

to no repulsion between dissimilar actors. It is crucial to note that these pa-

rameters determine global properties of the social space as opposed to time

dependent or individual properties which are the focus of future work.
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CHAPTER 3

Statistical Inference

In this chapter, we present a general framework of statistical inference for STEPP

models. First, we consider a Euclidean social space for STEPPs and prove that

ETDs conditional on covariate information follow a multivariate normal dis-

tribution. Based on this result, we present likelihood-based inference for ob-

served spatial temporal data, investigate properties of the maximum likelihood

estimate of STEPP parameters, and provide goodness-of-fit diagnostics for es-

timated STEPP models. Lastly, we present latent space inference of STEPP pa-

rameters by deriving a Markov chain Monte Carlo estimate of the likelihood

conditional on longitudinal social network data.

3.1 Analysis for a General Euclidean Social Space

In this section, we assume a general Euclidean social space, specify the atomic

weighting function, and prove various analytic properties of the ETD. In par-

ticular, we show that the ETD conditional on covariate information follows a

multivariate normal distribution and derive the functional form of the mean

and variance. We also derive the probability distribution for actors’ covariates.

3.1.1 Specification

By slightly restricting the general STEPP model in Chapter 2, we can derive

closed form ETDs and inferential methods. In this section, we show that the
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ETD for Zt
i conditional on X t

i for any subset of the processes described above

is multivariate normal if S = Rd and the norm is Euclidean distance squared,

i.e., ‖z‖ =
∑d

i=1 z
2
i . Based on this result, we derive the marginal ETD forX t

i and

provide a closed form distribution for this class of STEPP models.

First, assume that S = Rd and for z ∈ S , ‖z‖ =
∑d

i=1 z
2
i . Using a general

Euclidean space is somewhat restrictive in a mathematical sense but practically

it provides a flexible, intuitive foundation for the social space. From this point

on, when we say ”distance” it is in reference to standard Euclidean distance

whereas the norm is specified above. To motivate using the square of Euclidean

distance for the norm, we appeal to physics and the inverse square law which

generally states

Intensity ∝ 1

distance2 .

In practice, we use the atomic weighting function

w(z1, z2) =


1 if z1 = z2

‖z1 − z2‖ if ‖z1 − z2‖ < c and z1 6= z2

‖z1 − z2‖−1 if ‖z1 − z2‖ ≥ c,

where 0 < c ≤ 1 is some threshold. Then when the distance between actors

exceeds
√
c, the effect on the ETD is inversely proportional to said distance

squared. For shorter distances, we cannot apply the same relationship because

it leads to instability as previously discussed. Since many physical phenomena,

e.g., Newton’s law of universal gravitation, follow an inverse square law, it

provides a natural foundation for a Euclidean social space. It is important to

note that we need not specify an atomic weighting for the results in the section

to hold, but it is necessary to properly motivate this specification.
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3.1.2 Analytic Results

Next, we will prove that the ETD has an analytic closed form through a series

of lemmas leading up to the final theorem. First, we adopt some notation. For

functions h, g : Rd → R, if h(z) = g(z) + c0 where c0 is a constant, we say

h(z) � g(z).

Lemma 1: For w1, . . . , wn ≥ 0 and µ1, . . . , µn ∈ Rd,

n∑
j=1

wj ‖z − µj‖ � w∗ ‖z − µ∗/w∗‖

where

w∗ =
n∑
j=1

wj and µ∗ =
n∑
j=1

wjµj.

Proof. Base case:w1 ‖z − µ1‖+w2 ‖z − µ2‖ � (w1+w2) ‖z − (w1µ1 + w2µ2)/(w1 + w2)‖.

Initially, the subscripts on µ1 and µ2 will be set to superscripts so the subscript

can denote individual components. First,

w1

∥∥z − µ1
∥∥ = w1

d∑
i=1

(zi − µ1
i )

2

= w1

d∑
i=1

(z2
i − 2ziµ

1
i + 2(µ1

i )
2)

� w1

d∑
i=1

(z2
i − 2ziµ

1
i ).
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Then

w1

∥∥z − µ1
∥∥+ w2

∥∥z − µ2
∥∥ � w1

d∑
i=1

(z2
i − 2ziµ

1
i ) + w2

d∑
i=1

(z2
i − 2ziµ

2
i )

=
d∑
i=1

(w1z
2
i − 2w1ziµ

1
i + w2z

2
i − 2w2ziµ

2
i )

=
d∑
i=1

((w1 + w2)z2
i − 2zi(w1µ

1
i + w2µ

2
i ))

= (w1 + w2)
d∑
i=1

(z2
i − 2zi(w1µ

1
i + w2µ

2
i )/(w1 + w2))

� (w1 + w2)
d∑
i=1

(zi − (w1µ
1
i + w2µ

2
i )/(w1 + w2))2

= (w1 + w2)
∥∥z − (w1µ

1 + w2µ
2)/(w1 + w2)

∥∥ .
Induction step: Assume

∑n
j=1 wj ‖z − µj‖ � w∗ ‖z − µ∗/w∗‖ for n = k and show

true for n = k + 1. Let w′ =
∑k

j=1wj and w′′ =
∑k+1

j=1 wj . Similarly, let µ′ =∑k
j=1 wjµj and µ′′ =

∑k+1
j=1 wjµj . Then

k+1∑
j=1

wj ‖z − µj‖ =
k∑
j=1

wj ‖z − µj‖+ wk+1 ‖z − µk+1‖

� w′ ‖z − µ′/w′‖+ wk+1 ‖z − µk+1‖

� w∗ ‖z − µ∗/w∗‖ ,

where

w∗ =
k∑
j=1

wj + wk+1 = w′′

and

µ∗ = w′
µ′

w′
+ wk+1µk+1

= µ′ + wk+1µk+1

=
d∑
j=1

wjµj + wk+1µk+1

= µ′′
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Lemma 2: LetZ ∈ Rd be a random vector with µ1, . . . , µn ∈ Rd, andw1, . . . , wn ≥

0 wherew∗ =
∑n

i=1wi > 0 and µ∗ =
∑n

i=1wiµi If P (Z = z) ∝ exp {−
∑n

i=1wi ‖z − µi‖},

then

Z ∼MVN
(
µ∗

w∗
,

1

2w∗
Id

)
.

Proof. First, observe that if h(z) � g(z), then eh(z) ∝ eg(z). Then by lemma 1,

P (Z = z) ∝ exp

{
−

n∑
i=1

wi ‖z − µi‖

}

∝ exp

{
−w∗

∥∥∥∥z − µ∗

w∗

∥∥∥∥} .
Since we can rewrite ‖z‖ = z>z,

P (Z = z) ∝ exp

{
−w∗

(
z − µ∗

w∗

)>(
z − µ∗

w∗

)}

= exp

{
−1

2

(
z − µ∗

w∗

)>(
1

2w∗
Id

)−1(
z − µ∗

w∗

)}
.

Therefore,

P (Z = z) = (2π)−d/2(2w∗)d/2 exp

{
−1

2

(
z − µ∗

w∗

)>(
1

2w∗
Id

)−1(
z − µ∗

w∗

)}
.

Theorem: For each i ∈ St, [Zt
i |X t

i = x, Zt−1, X t−1, St−1] ∼MVN (µti,Σ
t
i) where

µti =

∑
j θ
>H t

ij(x)wtijZ
t−1
j∑

j θ
>H t

ij(x)wtij
Σt
i =

(
1

2
∑

j θ
>H t

ij(x)wtij

)
Id (3.1)
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and

H t
ij(x) =



1(j = i)

1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Zt−1
−i ))

1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Ati1))
...

1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Atiq))

1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , U t
i1))

...

1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , U t
iq))

0
...

0


where the 0s are matched to ρ1, . . . , ρq and λ in the parameter θ. In the steps

below, we suppress the value of X t
i for simplicity since it is not changing and

simply write H t
ij .

Proof. First, we need to verify the marginal distribution of [Zt
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1, St−1]

up to a normalizing constant. Recall the complete STEPP distribution from

(2.12)

Pθ(S
t, X t, Zt|St−1, X t−1, Zt−1) = Pλ(S

t|St−1)
∏
i∈St

Pδ(Z
t
i |Zt−1, St−1)

× exp

(
q∑

m=1

1(X t
im = X t−1

im ) log ρm + 1(X t
im 6= X t−1

im ) log(1− ρm)

)
×Pα(Zt

i , X
t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1)Pυ(Z

t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1).

By marginalizing and conditioning on St and X t
i , we can reduce this to

P (Zt
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1) = Pδ(Z

t
i |Zt−1, St−1)Pα(Zt

i , X
t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1)

× Pυ(Zt
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St−1).
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Since each term on the right hand side has an exponential form, the exponents

sum as follows

δ0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

i

∥∥+ δ1

∑
j∈St

1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Zt−1
−i ))wt−1

ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥
+

q∑
m=1

∑
j∈St

αm1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Atim))wt−1
ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥
+

q∑
m=1

∑
j∈St

υm1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , U t
im))wt−1

ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥
=
∑
j∈St

[δ01(i = j) + δ11(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Zt−1
−i )) +

q∑
m=1

αm1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , Atim))

+

q∑
m=1

υm1(Zt−1
j ∈ Bk(Zt−1

i , U t
im))]wt−1

ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥
=
∑
j∈St

θ>H t
ijw

t
ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥ .
Hence,

P (Zt
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1) ∝ exp

−∑
j∈St

θ>H t
ijw

t
ij

∥∥Zt
i − Zt−1

j

∥∥ .

and Lemma 2 implies that [Zt
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1, St−1] ∼MVN (µti,Σ

t
i).

Since we assume that the covariates are discrete, it is straightforward to

calculate the marginal distribution of [X t
i |Zt−1, X t−1] based on the theorem. We

know Pθ(Z
t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1) up to a normalizing constant and Pθ(Zt

i , |X t
i , Z

t−1, X t−1)

completely so it is possible to integrate out Zt
i for each value of X t

i . Since the

marginal distribution of Zt
i is multivariate normal, this integral is a function of
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the variance Σt
i and the value of X t

i . Explicitly,

P (X t
i = x|Zt−1, X t−1) =

∫
P (Zt

i = z,X t
i = x|Zt−1, X t−1)dz

∝ ρ
1(Xt

i1=x1)
1 (1− ρ1)1−1(Xt

i1=x1) · · · ρ1(Xt
iq=xq)

q (1− ρq)1−1(Xt
iq=xq)

×
∫

exp

−∑
j∈St

θ>H t
ij(x)wtij

∥∥z − Zt−1
j

∥∥
∝ ρ

1(Xt
i1=x1)

1 (1− ρ1)1−1(Xt
i1=x1) · · · ρ1(Xt

iq=xq)
q (1− ρq)1−1(Xt

iq=xq)

×

(∑
j

θ>H t
ij(x)wtij

)−d/2
. (3.2)

By summing over each possible value ofX t
i , we know the normalizing constant

for P (X t
i |Zt−1, X t−1) and can renormalize these values to obtain the complete

distribution. Thus, the complete ETD can be written in closed form as

Pθ(Z
t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1) = Pθ(Z

t
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1)Pθ(X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1).

Recall that the migration process {St}t≥0 is an exogenous exponential family so

we have the necessary components for a complete, closed form likelihood.

3.2 Likelihood-Based Inference

In this section, we use the analytic results from the previous section to de-

velop a likelihood-based inferential framework conditional on observed spatial

temporal positions and describe the computational implementation. This pro-

vides straightforward calculations of parameter estimates and standard errors

for STEPP models.

3.2.1 Closed-form Likelihood

Suppose that (St, X t, Zt) ∼ STEPP(θ) for t = 0, . . . , τ . That is, this is one STEPP

with τ transitions. For brevity, we suppress the superscripts and simply write
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(S,X,Z) to denote the complete data over all time steps. Then the likelihood is

given by

L(θ|S,X,Z) =
τ∏
t=1

Pθ(S
t, X t, Zt|St−1, X t−1, Zt−1)

=
τ∏
t=1

(∏
i∈St

Pθ(Z
t
i , X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St)

)
Pθ(S

t|St−1)

=
τ∏
t=1

(∏
i∈St

Pθ(Z
t
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1, St)Pθ(X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St)

)
Pθ(S

t|St−1).

It is implicit in this formulation that the initial state (S0, X0, Z0) is fixed and not

random. It is natural to extend this model class to allow for a random initial

state but it is not explored here. However, we must note that the parameters in

this class of STEPPs determine transitions between states rather than isolated

states so a model for (S0, X0, Z0) may be difficult to align conceptually.

As shown above, the likelihood function has a computationally closed form

so we can use standard optimization routines to estimate parameters, compute

standard errors and calculate the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike,

1998). However, calculating the likelihood can be cumbersome due to the in-

herent complexity of each ETD. In the next section, we address these issues and

provide a general computational framework for performing likelihood-based

inference.

3.2.2 Computation

In this section, we describe the computational challenges of implementing likelihood-

based inference for STEPP data. The likelihood function provided above is

straightforward to calculate but doing so may be computationally expensive.

Since the migration process {St}t≥0 is exogenous, we focus on elements of the

likelihood that involve actor positions and covariates. Explicitly, we need to
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calculate

τ∏
t=1

∏
i∈St

Pθ(Z
t
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1, St)Pθ(X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St).

As shown previously, [Zt
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1] follows a multivariate normal dis-

tribution so calculating Pθ(Zt
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1, St) given parameters µti and Σt

i is

extremely fast. However, calculating these parameters can be computationally

demanding. For each time period t and ego i ∈ St, we must compute multiple

pairwise distances, weights, neighbor sets and sum over every element. Above

all, computing neighbor sets is the most demanding. Given q covariates, a full

specification requires computing up to 2q + 1 neighbor sets for each ego.

While we have shown that one can calculate the distribution of [X t
i |Zt−1, X t−1]

for an arbitrary discrete covariate, we focus on the case where the support of

each is finite. Recall that X t
i is a random vector with q components and for each

of them, we calculate every value in the probability mass function. Each cal-

culation has a closed from but crucially depends on the variance Σt
i. Thus, we

must calculate Σt
i conditional on each element in the full support of the vector

X t
i to obtain Pθ(X t

i |Zt−1, X t−1, St) as required. In practice, we maximize the log

likelihood function

`(θ) =
τ∑
t=1

∑
i∈St

logPθ(Z
t
i |X t

i , Z
t−1, X t−1, St) + logPθ(X

t
i |Zt−1, X t−1, St)

since it is slightly more stable numerically. Explicitly,

θ̂ = arg max
θ∈Θ

`(θ)

is the maximum likelihood estimator. Note that it is natural to extend this to

a full Bayesian framework. However, such an extension requires careful selec-

tion of prior distributions for STEPP parameters and will be explored in future

work.
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3.3 Analysis

In this section we consider the properties of the maximum likelihood estima-

tor. The asymptotic properties of the MLE will depend on the nature of the

asymptotics. Traditionally, asymptotic properties result when the sample size

goes to infinity, but in this case, there are different values which can approach

infinity. If we could observe a sequence of independent and identically dis-

tributed (IID) STEPPs, standard large sample theory would imply that θ̂ is con-

sistent and asymptotically efficient (Casella and Berger, 2002). Moreover, one

can derive a standard Central Limit Theorem for this situation. However, we

almost never observe multiple IID STEPPs. In reality, we observe a potentially

stochastic set of actors over a relatively small number of time transitions. Upon

further inspection, it is clear that each actor transition contributes to the like-

lihood function. That is, each time we observe an actor in two consecutive

periods, we gain more information for estimating θ. Hence, it would be far

more practical to prove asymptotic properties of θ̂ as the number of these actor

transitions increases to infinity. Unfortunately, these transitions are only condi-

tionally independent and certainly not identically distributed. We do not detail

these ideas analytically here but instead explore two cases empirically. In each

case, we consider a set of 50 actors with random initial positions in R2, fix θ,

and generate STEPPs without migration. First, we explores the distribution of

θ̂ with a fixed number of time transitions through repeated simulation. Second,

we investigate the potential convergence of θ̂ over time.

3.3.1 Analysis via Simulation

We generate 100 independent STEPPs each with one binary covariate and 50 ac-

tors across five time periods (four transitions) and with no migration. Further,

we use homophilous attraction, heterophilous repulsion and uniform behavior
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persistence on the single covariate. The parameter values were set to modest

levels, as specified in the first row of Table 3.1. For each generated STEPP, we

compute the MLE θ̂ and display estimates for each individual parameter in Fig-

ure 3.1. Note that the true parameter value is subtracted from each estimate for

comparison, i.e., zero corresponds to the actual value. Additionally, we mark

the sample mean of each sample with a vertical bar and overlay a kernel den-

sity estimate for each set of estimates. We see that the distributions are centered

around the actual values and the shapes are approximately Gaussian.

As we have an explicit and computable expression for the log-likelihood,

we can employ it to summarize the inference. We compute standard errors

from the numerical Hessian of `(θ). In Table 3.1 we summarize the standard

errors estimates and compare them to their actual values. These simulation

results support the use of likelihood-based inference and suggest that the MLE

and standard errors will be credible. In most situations where this estimator

will be used the amount of information will be at the level of this simulation or

higher.
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MLE Performance for Simulated STEPPs

Deviation from true parameter

-1 0 1

Basic Drift- δ0

Atmoic Drift- δ1

Homophilous Attraction- α1

Heterophilous Repulsion- υ1

Behavior Persistence- ρ1

Figure 3.1: Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters over 100 simulated

STEPPs with a kernel density of each sample overlayed and sample means

marked with dashed lines.

Although this simulated example does not prove a general result, it pro-

vides some insight and evidence for reliable parameter estimation in STEPPs.

With only 50 actors and five time periods, θ̂ appears to be unbiased with very

reasonable and accurate standard errors. Unsurprisingly, the estimate for be-

havior persistence performs the best while the estimate for basic drift per-
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forms the worst. Behavior persistence has bounded support and the estimate is

driven by binary covariate changes while the estimate for basic drift is driven

by a series of complex actor movements which are influenced by other pro-

cesses. The consistency and accuracy of the estimates for atomic drift, attrac-

tion, and repulsion are very promising for future applications of this model.

δ0 δ1 α1 υ̃1 ρ1

true parameter 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.75 0.80

mean of MLE estimate 0.52 0.52 0.99 0.75 0.80

std. dev. of MLE estimates 0.29 0.24 0.12 0.11 0.03

mean of SE estimates 0.25 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.03

std. dev. of SE estimates 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 < 0.01

Table 3.1: Assessing the standard error estimates. We simulate 100 STEPPs with

50 actors and 5 time transitions then compute the MLE and standard error for

each. This table shows the sample mean and sample standard deviation of the

MLE and standard error estimate of each parameter. In all cases, both the MLE

and standard error estimates are close to their actual values.

3.3.2 Convergence in Time

Next, we investigate the potential convergence of θ̂ with a similar simulated

example. Using the same initial 50 actor positions and parameters as in the

previous section, we simulate one STEPP without migration and 50 time pe-

riods (49 transitions). For each time, we truncate the state of the process and

estimate the MLE θ̂. That is, for each t ∈ {2, . . . , 50}, we consider the process as

if only the first t periods were observed for the estimation. The figures below

detail the results for each individual parameter.
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Basic Drift MLE Over Time
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Figure 3.2: Maximum likelihood estimates for the basic drift parameter. One

STEPP was generated with 50 actors (no migration), δ0 = δ1 = 0.5, α1 = 1,

υ̃1 = 0.75, ρ1 = 0.8 and 50 time transitions. The plot shows the estimate of

the basic drift parameter with standard errors, δ̂0± SE(δ̂0), for each number of

transitions. We subtract the true parameter value from each estimate to center

them at 0. At each time, the point represents the MLE and the light gray bars

are one estimated standard error.
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Atomic Drift MLE Over Time
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Figure 3.3: Maximum likelihood estimates for the atomic drift parameter. One

STEPP was generated with 50 actors (no migration), δ0 = δ1 = 0.5, α1 = 1,

υ̃1 = 0.75, ρ1 = 0.8 and 50 time transitions. The plot shows the estimate of

the atomic drift parameter with standard errors, δ̂1± SE(δ̂1), for each number of

transitions. We subtract the true parameter value from each estimate to center

them at 0. At each time, the point represents the MLE and the light gray bars

are one estimated standard error.
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Homophilous Attraction MLE Over Time
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Figure 3.4: Maximum likelihood estimates for the homophilous attraction pa-

rameter. One STEPP was generated with 50 actors (no migration), δ0 = δ1 = 0.5,

α1 = 1, υ̃1 = 0.75, ρ1 = 0.8 and 50 time transitions. The plot shows the estimate

of the homophilous attraction parameter with standard errors, α̂1± SE(α̂1), for

each number of transitions. We subtract the true parameter value from each

estimate to center them at 0. At each time, the point represents the MLE and

the light gray bars are one estimated standard error.
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Heterophilous Repulsion MLE Over Time
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Figure 3.5: Maximum likelihood estimates for the heterophilous repulsion pa-

rameter. One STEPP was generated with 50 actors (no migration), δ0 = δ1 = 0.5,

α1 = 1, υ̃1 = 0.75, ρ1 = 0.8 and 50 time transitions. The plot shows the estimate

of the heterophilous repulsion parameter with standard errors, υ̂1± SE(υ̂1), for

each number of transitions. We subtract the true parameter value from each

estimate to center them at 0. At each time, the point represents the MLE and

the light gray bars are one estimated standard error.
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Behavior Persistence MLE Over Time
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Figure 3.6: Maximum likelihood estimates for the behavior persistence param-

eter. One STEPP was generated with 50 actors (no migration), δ0 = δ1 = 0.5,

α1 = 1, υ̃1 = 0.75, ρ1 = 0.8 and 50 time transitions. The plot shows the esti-

mate of the behavior persistence paramater with standard errors, ρ̂1± SE(ρ̂1),

for each number of transitions. We subtract the true parameter value from each

estimate to center them at 0. At each time, the point represents the MLE and

the light gray bars are one estimated standard error.

While this is only one simulated example, we observe some consistency in

the estimates across every parameter. After roughly 30 time transitions, each

estimate and its standard error appears to converge. Additionally, The esti-

mated parameter is within one estimated standard error of the true value. Sim-

ilar to the example in the previous section, the basic drift estimates exhibit the

largest standard errors and poorest convergence while the behavior persistence

performs extremely well even after a few transitions. Proofs of convergence of
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STEPP parameter estimates in time will be provided in future work.

3.3.3 Goodness of Fit

In this section, we present some basic tools for assessing the goodness-of-fit

for STEPP models. Since the conditional distribution of [Zt
i |X t

i , X
t−1, Zt−1] is

multivariate normal, we can derive the distribution for the distance between

each actor’s position between periods and use it to measure the overall fit of

a STEPP model for spatial-temporal data. Additionally, we know the condi-

tional distribution of [X t
i |X t−1, Zt−1] so we can compare the expected number

of changes to the observed number of changes in the data and employ a variety

of conventional tools to assess the significance of the difference.

Recall (3.1): [Zt
i |X t

i , X
t−1, Zt−1] ∼MVN (µti,Σ

t
i) where

µti =

∑
j θ
>H t

ijw
t
ijZ

t−1
j∑

j θ
>H t

ijw
t
ij

Σt
i =

(
1

2
∑

j θ
>H t

ijw
t
ij

)
Id.

Since Σt
i is a diagonal matrix, the individual components of Zt

i are independent.

Let Zt
i,(1), . . . , Z

t
i,(d) denote the components of Zt

i and µti,(1), . . . , µ
t
i,(d) the compo-

nents of µti. Further, let σti = (2
∑

j θ
>H t

ijw
t
ij)
−1. Then standard results found in

Casella and Berger (2002) imply that for k = 1, . . . , d,

Zt
i,(k) − µti,(k)√

σti
∼ N (0, 1),

and for each t = 1, . . . , τ and i ∈ St ∩ St−1,

rti =
d∑

k=1

(
Zt
i,(k) − µti,(k)√

σti

)2

∼ χ2
(d). (3.3)

Using the distribution derived in (3.2) for P (X t
i |Zt−1, X t−1), define

Et
m =

∑
i∈St∩St−1

P (X t
im 6= X t−1

im |Zt−1, X t−1), (3.4)

the expected number of changes for the mth covariate at time t, and

Ot
m =

∑
i∈St∩St−1

1(X t
im 6= X t−1

im ), (3.5)
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the observed number of changes for themth covariate at time t. SinceX t
1m, . . . , X

t
qm,

are conditionally independent given X t−1,

Var(Ot
m) =

∑
i∈St∩St−1

Var(1(X t
im 6= X t−1

im ))

=
∑

i∈St∩St−1

ptim(1− ptim)

where ptim = P (X t
im 6= X t−1

im |Zt−1, X t−1). Then the standard deviation

stm =

√ ∑
i∈St∩St−1

ptim(1− ptim) (3.6)

provides a measure for the natural variability in the observed number of changes.

To explore the goodness-of-fit for STEPP models, we compare two cases. In

the first case, we use the example from the previous section where a random

STEPP is generated with 50 actors (no migration), five time periods and the pa-

rameters are given in Table 3.1. In the second case, we use the same initial set of

50 actor positions and generate subsequent positions using random exponen-

tially distributed noise. For each time transition, exactly half of the actors are

randomly assigned the value 1 on the covariate while the other half are inde-

pendently assigned the value 1 with probability 0.1. In each case, we use the

simulated data to estimate a STEPP model and the results are provided in Ta-

ble 3.2. By design, the second case does not follow a STEPP model and should

appear as such in the goodness-of-fit.

δ0 δ1 α1 υ̃1 ρ1

θ̂ - simulated STEPP 0.82 0.54 0.95 0.61 0.81

θ̂ - non STEPP 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.78

Table 3.2: Estimated STEPP model parameters for two sets of simulated

data. The first data were generated by a STEPP process and the second data

were generated using exponential noise and random assignment of covariate

changes.
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Based on (3.3), we can inspect the goodness-of-fit for a given STEPP model

by producing a Q-Q plot and inspecting the linearity of the observed changes

in distance compared to theoretical χ2 quantiles. Figure 3.7 provides such a Q-

Q plot for the simulated STEPP above. As expected the distribution of changes

in distance appear to follow a χ2 distribution. Conversely, the Q-Q plot in Fig-

ure 3.8 for the data generated by exponential noise indicates that the observed

changes in distance almost certainly do not follow a χ2 distribution.
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Figure 3.7: Q-Q plot of observed distances between actors positions over time

vs. theoretical χ2 quantiles. The observed data were generated by a simulated

STEPP model with 50 actors and five time periods. The parameters are pro-

vided in the first row of Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8: Q-Q plot of observed distances between actors positions over time

vs. theoretical χ2 quantiles. The observed data were not generated by a simu-

lated STEPP model. Using the same initial 50 positions as in Figure 3.7, subse-

quent actor positions were generated using random exponentially distributed

noise.

To assess the goodness-of-fit for the binary covariate, we compare differ-

ences in the model predicted changes and the observed changes for each time

transition. Under the STEPP model specification, Et
m in (3.4) and Ot

m in (3.5)

should be reasonably close to each other for each time transition. Since Or
m is

a count, we would expect to observe differences between the two within two

standard deviations as calculated by (3.6). In Figure 3.9 we plot the expected

number of changes for each transition under the estimated STEPP model for

the simulated STEPP data. Unsurprisingly, the observed number of changes in
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the covariate are all within one standard deviation of the expected number. To

the contrary, Figure 3.10 shows the expected number of changes for each tran-

sition under the estimated STEPP model for the non STEPP data. In this case,

the observed number of changes are within one standard deviation of the ex-

pected for only one transition. The observed changes are within two standard

deviations for one other transition but they are well beyond this threshold for

the other two transitions.
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Figure 3.9: Expected number of changes in a single binary covariate for the

same STEPP simulated in Figure 3.7. For each time transition, the black line

marks the model predicted count, the white box indicates one standard devi-

ation and the light gray box indicates two standard deviations based on the

estimated model. The blue line marks the observed number of changes.
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Figure 3.10: Expected number of changes in a single binary covariate for the

same process simulated in Figure 3.8. For this each time transition, half of the

actors were randomly assigned the value 1 and the other half were randomly

assigned the value 1 independently with probability 0.1.

While these goodness-of-fit visuals are not intended to provide a complete

suite of tools for assessing the fit of STEPP models, they do provide intuitive

means of inspecting spatial-temporal data under an estimated STEPP model.

We will use these methods in subsequent chapters for application purposes.

More extensive model diagnostics and statistical tests pertaining to model fit

will be presented in future research.
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3.4 Inferring Latent STEPPs through Networks

In many applications, it is difficult to observe actors’ positions in the social

space. As a result, we typically measure the aggregate of relations between ac-

tors with networks and attempt to model changes in the social ties and covari-

ates over time. In this section, we formulate a general stochastic framework for

the evolution of social networks conditional on actor positions in social space

and utilize it to develop a theory of latent STEPP analysis based on longitudinal

network data.

3.4.1 Separable Model for Network Evolution with Latent Positions

Suppose that N t is the, potentially stochastic, actor set of nt = |N t| actors la-

beled 1, . . . , nt, where t > 0 denotes time. Further, let St denote the persistence

set: actors present in the system at time t. Let Yt = N t ×N t be the set of poten-

tial ties among actors and Y t ⊆ 2Yt the set of possible networks formed at time

t. For a realization yt ∈ Y t, take ytij to be an indicator of the tie from actor i to

actor j, e.g., ytij = 1 if i reports a tie with j at time t. Note that if yt is undirected,

then ytij = ytji. Let Y t ∈ Y t be a random variable representing the state of the

network at time t. We also consider covariate information X t. Although, many

forms of covariates are possible, we focus on nodal covariates. Hence, X t is an

nt × p matrix with potentially time-dependent information pertaining to each

actor. We also consider a set of unobserved points, Zt = {Zt
1, Z

t
2, . . . , Z

t
nt ∈ Rd},

the positions of actors in a latent Euclidean social space at time t.

Extending the notation of Krivitsky and Handcock (2013), let gt : Y t−1 ×

Rp+nt−1 × Y t × Rp+nt → Rq be the sufficient network statistic for the transition

from (Y t−1, X t−1) to (Y t, X t) and η ∈ Rq the natural parameter. Further, let

ht : Rd × Rnt → Rnt be a map from the space of latent positions to a statistic.

Assuming the Markov property in time, the transition probability from Y t−1 to
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Y t is defined by

P (Y t = yt|Y t−1 = yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt, η) =

exp {η · gt(yt−1, X t−1, yt, X t) + yt × ht(Zt)}
c(η, yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt)

, (3.7)

where

c(η, yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt) =
∑
y′∈Yt

exp
{
η · gt(yt−1, X t−1, y′, X t) + yt × ht(Zt)

}
(3.8)

is the normalizing constant. Note that we do not attempt to jointly model the

network and covariates at this level. Instead, we jointly model the latent so-

cial space and covariates in subsequent sections. The class of models defined

in (3.7) is extremely broad and not yet intuitive. As such, we can simplify the

specification and adopt forms of gt and ht that lead to conditional dyadic in-

dependence. In such cases, we write P (Y t = yt|Y t−1 = yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt, St, η)

as

∏
(i,j)∈St×St

P (Y t
ij = ytij|Y t−1

ij = yt−1
ij , X t−1

i , X t−1
j , X t

i , X
t
j , Z

t
i , Z

t
j , η), (3.9)

and focus on the conditional distribution of Y t
ij .

3.4.2 Separable Mechanisms

In this section, we further extend the general STERGM by introducing a for-

mation process for the actors who enter the social space between time periods.

Krivitsky and Handcock (2013) assume that the set of actors remains fixed over

time and present a model in which the formation of ties and dissolution of ties

are independent (separable). Since we allow the set of actors to vary over time,

we need to adapt the model accordingly.

We focus on one time transition, t − 1 to t, and suppress the index in the

notation for formation and dissolution networks. Since Y t−1 ⊆ Y t, we can
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define the persistent formation network y+ ∈ Y t−1 by

y+
ij =


1, if yt−1

ij = 0, ytij = 1, and i, j ∈ St−1 ∩ St,

0 otherwise,

and the persistent dissolution network y− ∈ Y t−1 by

y−ij =


1, if yt−1

ij = 1, ytij = 0, and i, j ∈ St−1 ∩ St,

0 otherwise.

Since y+ ∈ Y t−1, it does not contain any of the ties formed with immigrants.

Therefore, we include the immigrant formation network, ỹ+ ∈ Y t, defined by

ỹ+
ij =


1, if ytij = 1, and i ∈ St \ St−1 or j ∈ St \ St−1,

0 otherwise.

Note that this is simply the set of ties sent from or received by immigrants. For

completeness, we define the emigrant dissolution network, ỹ− ∈ Y t−1, by

ỹ−ij =


1 if yt−1

ij = 1 and i /∈ St or j /∈ St,

0 otherwise,

which provides the ties that dissolve due to the sender or receiver exiting the

system.

Next, we embed y+, y−, and ỹ− in Y t so that we can construct yt using matrix

operations. For any y′ ∈ Y t−1 we can embed y′ in Y t simply by setting y′ij = 0

for any i, j > nt−1. From this point forward, consider y+, y−, and ỹ− embedded

in Y t. Then yt can be constructed by

yt = yt−1 + (y+ + ỹ+)− (y− + ỹ−). (3.10)

Let Y + and Y − be random variables for the persistent formation and dissolu-

tion networks respectively. Similarly, let Ỹ + and Ỹ − be random variables for
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the immigrant formation network and emigrant dissolution network respec-

tively. Observe that if we condition on St, Ỹ − is a trivial random variable.

Hence, we need only specify models for Y +, Y −, and Ỹ +. Finally, we assume

that Y +, Y −, and Ỹ + are conditionally independent given Y t−1 and Zt.

Conditioning on the previous network plus previous covariates and the cur-

rent latent positions (including the persistence set) plus current covariates, the

generation of Y t is given by:

1. Draw an intermediate network y+ from the distribution

P (Y + = y+|Y t−1 = yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt, St, η),

2. Draw an intermediate network ỹ+ from the distribution

P (Ỹ + = ỹ+|Y t−1 = yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt, St, η),

3. Draw an intermediate network y− from the distribution

P (Y − = y−|Y t−1 = yt−1, X t−1, X t, Zt, St, η),

4. Calculate ỹ− given St, and apply (3.10) to obtain yt.

In the next section, we narrow this general class of models to develop an infer-

ential framework. Prior to doing so, this process can be better understood by

referring to Figure 3.11 which provides a visual representation of the mecha-

nisms involved.

3.4.3 STEPP Inference with Network Data

To develop latent STEPP analysis using social network data, we first need to

specify a dyad-independence model for each network conditional on actor po-

sitions and covariates. For this specification, we assume that the random state
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Zt−1 ZtX t−1 X t

Figure 3.11: A visual representation of the transition between networks with

covariates and latent space.
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of each dyad depends only on the previous state of the dyad (assuming both

actors are present in the current and previous time periods) and the current

position of each actor in the social space.

Suppose that Y 0, . . . , Y τ are observed binary networks. For each time t, let

St denote the set of actors in the system and X t the matrix of nodal covariates.

Further, let Z0, . . . , Zτ denote the set of actor positions in social space for each

period. For simplicity in notation, let Y = {Y 0, . . . , Y τ}, Z = {Z0, . . . , Zτ}, and

X = {X0, . . . , Xτ}. Lastly, we assume that the persistent sets are exogenous

and suppress them from the notation below to simplify the equations. Note

that we observe X, Y and S, but not Z. First, define simple persistent network

formation and dissolution processes. For each i, j ∈ St−1∩St and for η0, η1, η2 >

0,

P (Y t
ij = 1|Y t−1

ij = 0, Zt
i , Z

t
j , η) = exp(−(η0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt

j

∥∥+ η1)) (3.11)

and

P (Y t
ij = 0|Y t−1

ij = 1, Zt
i , Z

t
j , η) = 1− exp(−(η0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt

j

∥∥+ η2)). (3.12)

We also define a simple immigrant network formation process which only de-

pends on the actor positions. If i /∈ St−1 or j /∈ St−1 and i, j ∈ St, then

P (Y t
ij = 1|Zt

i , Z
t
j , η) = exp(−(η0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt

j

∥∥)). (3.13)

Combining (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), we have

P (Y t
ij = ytij|Y t−1

ij = yt−1
ij , Zt

i , Z
t
j , η) =

exp
(
−
(
η0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt

j

∥∥+ η1y
t−1
ij + η2(1− yt−1

ij )
))ytij

×
[
1− exp

(
−
(
η0

∥∥Zt
i − Zt

j

∥∥+ η1y
t−1
ij + η2(1− yt−1

ij )
))]1−ytij . (3.14)

Next, suppose that (X,Z) ∼ STEPP(θ). Then the joint distribution of the

observed networks conditional upon covariates and parameters can be written

P (Y |X, η, θ) =

∫
P (Y, Z|X, η, θ)dZ.
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Applying Bayes rule,

P (Y |X, η, θ) =

∫
P (Y |Z,X, η)P (Z|X, θ)dZ = EθP (Y |Z,X, η). (3.15)

Combining the Markov property and dyad independence,

P (Y |Z,X, η) =
τ∏
t=1

∏
i 6=j

P (Y t
ij = ytij|Y t−1

ij = yt−1
ij , Zt

i , Z
t
j , η)P (Y 0

ij = y0
ij|Z0

i , Z
0
j , η),

(3.16)

which crucially depends on the initial state of the network given the initial ac-

tors’ positions. Recall that in the formulation of the general STEPP, we assume

the initial positions are given. This proves problematic here since a complete

specification for P (Y |Z,X, η) requires a model for P (Y 0
ij = y0

ij|Z0
i , Z

0
j , η). There

are two distinct options for the specification. In one case, we could treat the

initial positions, Z0, as a set of fixed, unknown parameters to be estimated and

provide an intuitive model for the initial network given these positions. Al-

ternatively, we could separately model Z0 and Y 0 based on a smaller set of

parameters. While this complicates the specification, it may significantly im-

prove the computational efficiency of the estimation. Since we do not explore

the computation here, we will assume that Z0 is fixed, and regard the formation

of ties in Y 0 as if each actor is an immigrant.

Given (3.15), we define the likelihood as

L(η, θ|Y,X) = EθP (Y |Z,X, η), (3.17)

which is fully specified by (3.14) and (3.16). However, computing this like-

lihood requires calculating an analytically intractable integral. Moreover, esti-

mating the integral with standard methods is computationally intractable since

the support of Z is infinite and extremely high-dimensional. Borrowing from

Geyer (1991), we take a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach to estimating the
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likelihood. First note that for any parameter vector θ0,

EθP (Y |Z,X, η) = Eθ

[
P (Y |Z,X, η)

P (Z|X, θ0)

P (Z|X, θ0)

]
=

∫
P (Y |Z,X, η)

P (Z|X, θ0)

P (Z|X, θ0)
P (Z|X, θ)dZ

=

∫
P (Y |Z,X, η)

P (Z|X, θ)
P (Z|X, θ0)

P (Z|X, θ0)dZ

= Eθ0

[
P (Z|X, θ)
P (Z|X, θ0)

P (Y |Z,X, η)

]
. (3.18)

Let (X,Z(1)), . . . , (X,Z(M)) be IID with (X,Z(1)) ∼ STEPP(θ0), where θ0 is known.

Then by the strong law of large numbers,

1

M

M∑
k=1

P (Z(k)|X, θ)
P (Z(k)|X, θ0)

P (Y |Z(k), X, η)
a.s.−→ Eθ0

[
P (Z|X, θ)
P (Z|X, θ0)

P (Y |Z,X, η)

]
. (3.19)

Combining (3.18) and (3.19) implies that for large M ,

L(η, θ|Y,X) ≈ 1

M

M∑
k=1

P (Z(k)|X, θ)
P (Z(k)|X, θ0)

P (Y |Z(k), X, η). (3.20)

Thus, we can generate a sequence of STEPPs using the observed covariates and

a parameter vector, θ0, chosen by the researcher to estimate the likelihood.

In practice, there are many factors that will affect the convergence of the

likelihood in (3.20). As mentioned earlier, we are forced to deal with specifying

a model for the initial positions or expand the parameter space dramatically to

estimate them. Additionally, we must select a parameter vector from which to

simulate STEPPs as well as the number of STEPPs to simulate. While simulat-

ing these processes is very fast, computing density functions can be computa-

tionally costly due to their complex forms. For these reasons, we do not detail

a computational implementation here but leave it as a topic for future work.
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CHAPTER 4

A Virtual Laboratory for Intervention Simulation

and Assessment

In this chapter, we utilize the STEPP framework to simulate the dynamics of

social systems and build a virtual laboratory for studying them. In many appli-

cations, the population prevalence of certain individual behaviors is of primary

interest. For example, consider the prevalence of alcohol use amongst adoles-

cents in a particular school. Since alcohol use is largely considered undesirable

behavior amongst adolescents, we might explore strategies for reducing the

overall prevalence. It is well known that alcohol use in adolescents is strongly

associated with peer groups (Borsari and Carey, 2001; Bot et al., 2005; Curran

et al., 1997). That is, alcohol use is driven in part by social relationships and

those relationships are partly driven by alcohol use. Hence, it is natural to con-

sider changes in alcohol use prevalence over time in the STEPP framework.

Since behavior such as alcohol use is often inseparable from social structure,

it is difficult to analyze strategies for reducing prevalence. One strategy would

be to break existing ties between users in hopes of reducing the rate of initiation

(non-users adopting the behavior), but this is both unethical and impractical in

practice. Another strategy would be to isolate central or popular actors who

use alcohol and convince them to quit with the hope that their social status and

behavior change leads to an increased rate of cessation (users becoming non-

users). This strategy is practical and commonly implemented in the form of

interventions. Unfortunately, the effects of specific interventions are difficult to
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assess because there is typically no control group for comparison. Hence, we

propose using the STEPP framework for simulating interventions and assess-

ing the potential impact. In the sections below, we detail how to conceptual-

ize interventions within the STEPP framework, discuss equilibrium behavior

prevalence, describe various types of intervention, and propose metrics for as-

sessing interventions. For illustrative purposes, we use simulated data in this

chapter and apply these methods to real data in Chapter 5.

4.1 Interventions in the STEPP Framework

In this section, we formalize the notion of an intervention within the STEPP

framework through changes in probability distributions. Based on this frame-

work, we also present a general class of statistics for assessing potential inter-

ventions stochastically.

4.1.1 Definitions

Let (St, X t, Zt)t≥0 ∼ STEPP(θ) and fix t0 > 0 to be some discrete time period.

Then at time t0, we consider the set of present actors, St0 , for potential interven-

tion on a subset of the covariates in X t0 . Formally, we define an intervention as

a probability distribution, P0, over the possible values for X t0 . We can regard

(St, X t, Zt)t≥t0 as a new STEPP where the initial state of X t is randomly gener-

ated by P0. The intervention is defined by a probability distribution to preserve

generality. In reality, interventions are not always successful so it is reasonable

to assume that actors who experience an intervention change their behavior

according to some random variable rather than deterministically. Note that it

is still possible to impose deterministic changes resulting from an intervention

simply by setting the probability of such an event to 1.

Next, consider t0 < τ0 < ∞, a finite discrete time period for truncating
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the STEPP. That is, we consider (St, X t, Zt)t0≤t≤τ0 for interventions. With a

finite-time process, it is possible to assess multiple interventions occurring at

various periods. Thus, we define a continuing intervention as a series of proba-

bility distributions, P0, . . . , Pm, over the possible values for X t0 , . . . , X t1 where

t0 < t1 < τ0 and m = t1 − t0. Continuing interventions can be appealing in

cases where the rate of cessation despite intervention is particularly low, and it

is necessary for actors to receive multiple treatments before ultimately adopt-

ing a new behavior. A special case of the continuing intervention is an adaptive

intervention where each P1, . . . , Pm is explicitly defined conditional on the suc-

cess or failure of the previous intervention. For example, the actors receiving

the intervention could be repeatedly treated until one of the interventions is

observably successful.

Given a finite-time STEPP where some intervention occurred, it is natural

to question the effect of that intervention on the social system. In practice, an

intervention occurs and claims of efficacy are typically anecdotal. There may

be an observable change in the overall prevalence of some behavior but it is

uncertain whether or not that is attributable to the intervention. Time cannot

be turned back in real social systems to repeat variations on an intervention so

it is often difficult to make claims about the efficacy of these strategies. How-

ever, we can turn time back and simulate multiple interventions in the STEPP

framework. Next, we describe a general framework for assessing interventions

in simulated STEPPs.

4.1.2 General Assessment

Since it is possible to simulate many independent STEPPs where an interven-

tion occurs, a general framework for assessing the efficacy of such an interven-

tion is necessary. Let (St, X t, Zt)0≤t≤τ0 ∼ STEPP(θ) and consider some interven-

tion P0, . . . , Pm at times t0, . . . , t1. Aggregate changes inX t, the actor covariates,
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over time is the primary concern when designing and implementing interven-

tions. While changes in actors’ position in the social space may have broader

implications, it is not crucial to assess here. Since X t is a stochastic process,

there will be some inherent variability in it over time despite an intervention.

To measure this, first define a statistic T t : RNt × Rq → Rq that maps the

sample space of X t to a vector of q summary statistics. Typically, this may

be simple counts or averages but we do not specify the functional form here.

Moreover, we suppress the temporal superscript on T and write T (X t) to in-

dicate the time period. Intuitively, T (X t) can be specified to provide a specific

summary of each covariate in the model at time t for analysis. Generally, we’re

interested in assessing changes in the distribution of T (X t) after an interven-

tion. Then for each t ≥ t0, consider two STEPPs: (St, X t, Zt)t0≤t≤τ0 where the

state at t0 is considered the fixed initial state and (S̃t, X̃ t, Z̃t)t0≤t≤τ0 where S̃t0

and Z̃t0 are fixed initial values but X̃ t0 ∼ P0. That is, the latter process received

the intervention at t0, . . . , t1. Comparing the distributions of T (X t) and T (X̃ t)

for t ≥ t0 provides a means for assessing the intervention formally.

4.2 Equilibrium Behavior Prevalence

In this section, we explore various properties of behavior persistence in STEPP

models. Assessing the impact of an intervention first requires a theoretical un-

derstanding of basic prevalence over time. We prove that without social forces,

overall behavior prevalence for a binary covariate will converge to an equilib-

rium level in expectation as time approaches infinity. Furthermore, we show

that the equilibrium level is determined by the rates of cessation and initiation.
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4.2.1 Behavior Persistence in STEPP Models

In Chapter 2, we present the STEPP model initially with differential behavior

persistence and then restrict to uniform behavior persistence for subsequent

derivations. Here, it is crucial to consider differential behavior persistence for

various specifications and we explore it in depth. Recall that for m = 1, . . . , q,

x ∈ Xm, and for every i ∈ St−1 ∩ St,

ρxm = P (X t
im = x|X t−1

im = x)

is the differential behavior persistence parameter. That is, barring any other

social forces, actors’ behavior will persist between periods at this rate on aver-

age. In the alcohol use example where 0 indicates non-use and 1 indicates use,

1 − ρ0 is the rate of initiation and 1 − ρ1 is the rate of cessation. We must in-

clude differential behavior persistence in this case and many others because it

is unreasonable to assume that these rates are the same. Moreover, these rates

are crucial in the overall prevalence of any behavior over time.

For illustrative purposes, consider a single binary covariate such as alcohol

use and let ρ = (ρ0, ρ1) = (0.9, 0.6). Further, suppose that there are 100 initial

actors and 20% of them are users. Then we can calculate the expected number

of users in the next period (assuming no migration occurs) as

Eρ

(
100∑
i=1

X1
i

)
=

∑
{i:X0

i =0}

Eρ
(
X1
i

)
+

∑
{i:X0

i =1}

Eρ
(
X1
i

)
= 80(0.1) + 20(0.6) = 20,

which is the same as the number of users in the initial state. Hence, the expected

prevalence remains at 20%. However, this is the case when there are no other

social forces which are dependent on this covariate in the model. Nonetheless,

this provides an example of a baseline behavior prevalence that is not 50%.

Next, we provide more general results.
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4.2.2 Equilibrium Prevalence with a Binary Covariate

Here, we show that without any social forces, a binary covariate will con-

verge to an equilibrium prevalence level under differential behavior persis-

tence. First, assume that there is no migration, i.e., the number of actors in

the system remains fixed over time. Let n denote the number of actors and

nt =
∑

iX
t
i denote the number of actors who exhibit the behavior at time t.

Recall that we assume the initial state is fixed so n0 is non-random. Then by the

law of total expectation,

E
(
nt
)

= E
(
E
(
nt|nt−1

))
= E

(
ρ1nt−1 + (1− ρ0)(n− nt−1)

)
= E

(
nt−1

)
(ρ1 + ρ0 − 1) + n(1− ρ0)

= rE
(
nt−1

)
+ n(1− ρ0),

where r = ρ1 + ρ0 − 1. Applying this relationship between E (nt) and E (nt−1)

iteratively,

E
(
nt
)

= rE
(
nt−1

)
+ n(1− ρ0)

= r(rE
(
nt−2

)
+ n(1− ρ0)) + n(1− ρ0)

= r2E
(
nt−2

)
+ n(1− ρ0)(1 + r)

...

= rtE
(
n0
)

+ n(1− ρ0)(1 + r + · · ·+ rt−1)

= rtn0 + n(1− ρ0)
1− rt

1− r

= rt
(
n0 − n1− ρ0

1− r

)
+ n

1− ρ0

1− r
.

Hence,

E
(
nt
)

= (ρ1 + ρ0 − 1)t
(
n0 − n 1− ρ0

1− ρ1 + 1− ρ0

)
+ n

1− ρ0

1− ρ1 + 1− ρ0
.
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If n0 =
(

1−ρ0
1−ρ1+1−ρ0

)
n, then for every t > 0,

E
(
nt
)

=

(
1− ρ0

1− ρ1 + 1− ρ0

)
n.

If n0 6=
(

1−ρ0
1−ρ1+1−ρ0

)
n, then we have an asymptotic equilibrium with

E
(
nt
)
→
(

1− ρ0

1− ρ1 + 1− ρ0

)
n, as t→∞. (4.1)

This provides a powerful, yet intuitive result regarding behavior prevalence

in a social system. In the case when the binary covariate indicates substance

use, we regard 1− ρ0 as the rate of initiation and 1− ρ1 as the rate of cessation.

Then (1− ρ0)/(1− ρ0 + 1− ρ1) is the equilibrium prevalence despite the initial

state. As shown above, if the initial prevalence is equal to the equilibrium level,

then the expected prevalence remains constant over time. Moreover, if the ini-

tial prevalence is not equal to the equilibrium level, the expected prevalence

still converges to the equilibrium. Intuitively, this implies that that expected

prevalence is steady over time when the only determining force is differential

behavior persistence. For example, if ρ0 = ρ1 and there is uniform behavior

persistence, then the equilibrium prevalence is 50%. Similarly, the equilibrium

prevalence for the example in the previous section is in fact 20% which was

shown for a single time transition.

It is important to note that this result holds under strong assumptions. In

particular, it is assumed that the only determining factor in overall prevalence

is the rate at which actors adopt new behavior. In a balanced social system, the

adoption of new behavior may be strongly influenced by the behavior of other

actors. In the remainder of this chapter, we explore the effects of global social

forces on overall prevalence with equilibrium prevalence in mind. That is, we

are interested in the role of peer influence on behavior as well as the potential

for affecting prevalence with specific interventions.
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4.3 Types of Interventions

In this section, we present different types of interventions through specification

of the distributions P0, . . . , Pm. It is important to formalize common types inter-

ventions in the STEPP framework for comparison and analysis of potential out-

comes. Moreover, we present some uncommon types of interventions which

are not possible outside of this framework. For the sake of illustration, consider

(St, X t, Zt)t≥0 ∼ STEPP(θ) where X t is a single binary covariate with differen-

tial behavior persistence, and the potential intervention occurs at t0 > 0.

4.3.1 Blanket Interventions

The blanket intervention is very common in practice. Intuitively, this is the

case when every actor in the social space receives the same treatment at the

same time. For example, a classroom of middle school students may receive

a substance use awareness lecture one afternoon in an attempt to reduce its

overall prevalence. This type of intervention is straightforward and easy to im-

plement. From a public policy perspective, it is an ethical approach to reducing

substance use since everyone receives the same treatment. Additionally, it is

cost effective with broad reach. However, there is usually little to no follow up

assessment to measure the actual efficacy of such an approach. Here, we for-

malize this type of intervention in the STEPP framework to assess the potential

efficacy through simulation.

Without loss of generality, let t0 = 1 and S0 = S1. To formalize the blanket

intervention, we need to specify the distribution for X1 given Z0 and X0. Since

every actor receives the same treatment, we need to alter P (X1
i ) for every i ∈

S1. Then define two effectiveness rates, r0, r1 ∈ [0, 1], for the non-users and

users respectively. After the intervention, assume that X1 follows the same

transition distribution but replace the behavior persistence parameters, ρ0 and
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ρ1, with ρ̃0 = 1 − (1 − r0)(1 − ρ0) and ρ̃1 = (1 − r1)ρ1 respectively. That is,

r0 reduces the baseline rate of initiation and r1 increase the baseline rate of

cessation. It is important to note that this type of intervention does not leverage

social position at all. Each actors’ probability of using will be slightly reduced

in the subsequent time period, but they will still be affected by their neighbors

as expected in the STEPP framework.

Recall that we showed in the previous section that the behavior prevalence

will converge to an equilibrium rate despite any initial values if there are no

other social forces present. Hence, if the blanket intervention only reduces

prevalence in a few time periods, the lasting effects will be negligible. How-

ever, if we assume that the rates of initiation and cessation are permanently

affected, we can derive a new equilibrium. Using (4.1) and the new persistence

parameters, the equilibrium expected prevalence is

1− ρ̃0

1− ρ̃0 + 1− ρ̃1
=

(1− r0)(1− ρ0)

(1− r0)(1− ρ0) + 1− (1− r1)ρ1
.

To further illustrate this, consider 100 actors, 20 of whom are users, and let ρ0 =

0.9, ρ1 = 0.6. As shown previously, the equilibrium prevalence is 20% without

an intervention. However, if we assume the intervention is 20% effective as a

deterrent to initiate use (r0 = 0.2) and 10% effective as motivation to stop using

(r1 = 0.1), then the equilibrium prevalence becomes 14.8%.

From this example, it appears that a modestly effective intervention signif-

icantly reduces overall prevalence. However, this result is based on the as-

sumption that actors change their behavior independently of their peers and

the effects of the intervention are permanent. In reality, peer influence may not

be ignorable and it is unlikely that the intervention has lasting effects. Hence, it

is necessary to further explore this type of intervention through STEPP model

simulation.
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4.3.2 Targeted Interventions

Targeted interventions are less common but potentially more impactful in many

cases. Unlike the blanket intervention where everyone receives the treatment,

only a few targeted actors receive a specific intervention. For example, consider

a class of high school students where alcohol use is prevalent and highly cor-

related with popularity. Further, suppose that there are strong attraction and

repulsion forces associated with alcohol. Then a blanket intervention may have

little to no effect on reducing the rate of initiation or increasing the rate of ces-

sation since an individual’s behavior is tied very closely to the behavior of his

or her peers. Instead, isolating the most popular alcohol users and implement-

ing an intense intervention with a high success rate could be more effective in

reducing the overall prevalence over time. In practice, targeted interventions

rely heavily on strong assumptions regarding peer influence and the intrinsic

popularity of certain actors. The STEPP framework provides more rigorous

means of simulating this type of intervention.

To formalize this, consider 0 < t0 < t1 < ∞, where t0 is the time of the

initial intervention and t1 is the last time its effects are observable. Then we

need to specify probability distributions for X t0 , . . . , X t1 . Let G ⊂ {i ∈ St0−1 :

X t0−1
i = 1} be the group of actors who will receive the initial intervention. Note

that G is not a random set nor determined by any characteristics of the STEPP

model but rather selected according to some exogenous criteria. Typically, this

group is chosen according to some observable popularity metric. For the initial

intervention, we regard the actors in G as being isolated from the other social

forces affecting their potential for continued use. Formally, we set P (X t0
i =

0) = p0 for every i ∈ G and assume that the distribution of X t0
i is unaffected

for each i /∈ G. That is, the probability that the targeted actors switch their

behavior is based solely on a fixed parameter, p0, which we call the success

rate of the intervention. Additionally, the other actors in the social space are
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unaware of the intervention at time t0. Next, define G′ = {i ∈ G : X t0
i = 0}, the

set of actors for which the intervention was successful. Then for each successful

intervention, we assume that the actor does not change his or her behavior up

to time t1. Formally, P (X t
i = 0) = 1 for each i ∈ G′, t = t0 + 1, . . . , t1. For

each unsuccessful intervention, we assume that the actor returns to his or her

normal behavior according to the STEPP. Note that it is possible to extend this

as a continuing intervention. That is, the actors for whom the intervention

is unsuccessful may continue to receive treatment in subsequent periods until

success is attained.

Intuitively, the targeted intervention attempts to reduce behavior preva-

lence by leveraging social dynamics. If a few central actors can be encouraged

to change their behavior and that change persists for several time periods, it

will have an indefinite impact on the behavior of neighboring actors. However,

the impact of this strategy is highly variable and dependent upon the specifics

of a particular social space. Without the STEPP framework, it is difficult to con-

ceptualize and simulate the potential outcomes from a targeted intervention.

4.3.3 STEPP Specific Interventions

Blanket and targeted interventions are both used in practice with mixed results.

Although the results may be difficult to measure, it is reasonable to assume that

these interventions have some positive effect on the social systems where they

occur. For example, educating middle school students about the dangers of

drug and alcohol use is usually considered positive. However, targeting the

most popular students and treating them with an intense, individual interven-

tion may be unethical or impractical. Targeted interventions also tend to be

more expensive than a blanket intervention so if the results are not measurable,

then it may be difficult to justify. The STEPP framework provides a means of

simulating potential outcomes for these interventions, but it also provides an
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opportunity to develop new types of interventions. Here, we briefly discuss

two interventions made possible by the STEPP framework. Since the specifics

of each intervention depend heavily on the state of a social system, we describe

these in the context of hypothetical scenarios.

First, consider the following scenario. A task force has been formed to re-

duce the overall prevalence of drug use in a particular high school and they

have a fixed budget for doing so. The task force has existing data on the social

ties between students and their drug usage over time so that STEPP models

may be used to simulate the dynamics of the school going forward. Leaders of

the task force have determined that a blanket intervention is unlikely to lead

to the desired reduction in prevalence since the individual success rates are too

low. Instead, they have decided to conduct interventions with small groups

where the content can be more specific than it would be with a blanket inter-

vention. Based on previous experience, the task force leaders know that small

group interventions can successfully deter students who are likely to initiate

drug use, but they only have the resources to treat 10% of students. Hence,

they want to identify the non-users who are most likely to initiate use in the

next time period. Based on a STEPP model, the task force can actually compute

the probability that each non-user becomes a user given the current positions

and drug use status of the students in social space. Moreover, the task force can

simulate potential outcomes for this strategy prior to implementing it. Without

the STEPP framework, identifying these students would be very difficult if not

impossible.

Second, we consider a similar scenario but propose a different intervention

strategy. Consider the same task force and high school described above but

suppose that the task force leaders have decided to implement targeted inter-

ventions due to the high success rate. However, they only have enough re-

sources to conduct one-on-one interventions with 3% of the students, and they
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do not have enough information regarding the popularity of every student to

identify who should receive the treatment. In this scenario, it may be possible to

use a brute force computational approach within the STEPP framework. Given

that a fixed number of students can receive the treatment, the task force could

simulate multiple STEPPs resulting from every possible combination of treated

students and use the outcomes to determine which students are likely to have

the greatest impact on drug use prevalence in the social space. Although this

method is computationally demanding, it could be extremely effective.

The two scenarios described above are certainly not all-inclusive. There are

countless interventions that can be developed based on the specifics of a social

space and the behavior of interest. These examples are used to illustrate the

potential of STEPP models for designing interventions. Traditionally, individ-

ual behavior such as drug use is regarded as an individual phenomenon rather

than a community phenomenon where individuals are suspect to peer influ-

ence. The STEPP framework provides a novel way to view different types of

interventions going forward.

4.4 Assessment Metrics and Simulation

In this section, we propose assessment metrics for interventions in the STEPP

framework and illustrate them with a simulation study. Since the monetary

cost of interventions can be highly variable in practice, we also propose a sim-

ple, theoretical cost function for comparing different types of interventions.

The simulation study is based on the random initial positions in Figure 4.1.

The initial state has 100 actors and one binary covariate which we regard as

substance use for the sake of illustration. There are three distinct groups in

this state. The two upper groups are larger and have a majority of non-users

while the lower group is smaller and has a majority of users. The overall use
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prevalence is 22%.

To simulate and assess interventions, we consider a STEPP with 10 time

periods and this initial state. Moreover, we do not incorporate any migration

as it adds additional variability to behavior prevalence and distracts from the

effects of a specific intervention. However, it is a straightforward extension to

allow for migration and it may be crucial in practice to do so. Lastly, we set

low drift parameters, (δ0 = 1, δ1 = 0.5), strong attraction (α1 = 5), moderate

repulsion (υ̃1 = 2.5), and realistic behavior persistence (ρ0
1 = 0.9, ρ1

1 = 0.6).

Also, we set the number of neighbors to consider at 6.

Initial Points

Figure 4.1: Random initial positions for 100 actors in social space. There is

one binary covariate for each actor indicated by node color. For illustration

purposes, consider the pink nodes substance users and the green nodes non-

users. There are 22 users and 88 non-users in this initial state.
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4.4.1 Metrics

First, we need to define a cost function for a given intervention in order to

compare multiple strategies for reducing behavior prevalence. In reality, the

cost of interventions can be directly measured through monetary value, but

we do not have this option in a theoretical framework. Instead, we measure

cost as a function of the rate at which the probability of behavior change is

affected. Since substance use is the example behavior, we seek to reduce the

overall prevalence through an intervention. That is, we want to increase the

rate of cessation (users becoming non-users) or decrease the rate of initiation

(non-users becoming users). For each time t and each actor i ∈ {j ∈ St−1 :

X t−1
j = 0}, let r0

i,t denote the rate at which the probability of initiation decreases

for actor i at time t due to the intervention. Then

P (X̃ t
i = 0|X t−1

i = 0) = 1− (1− r0
i,t)(1− P (X t

i = 0|X t−1
i = 0)).

Similarly, for each time t and each actor i ∈ {j ∈ St−1 : X t−1
j = 1}, let r1

i,t denote

the rate at which the probability of cessation increases for actor i at time t due

to the intervention. Then

P (X̃ t
i = 0|X t−1

i = 1) = 1− (1− r1
i,t)(1− P (X t

i = 0|X t−1
i = 1)).

For example, if r0
i,t = 1 and the intervention is 100% effective, then P (X̃ t

i =

0|X t−1
i = 0) = 1. If r0

i,t = 0 and the intervention is completely ineffective,

then P (X̃ t
i = 0|X t−1

i = 0) = P (X t
i = 0|X t−1

i = 0). Note that these rates are

the changes directly related to the intervention and not spill-over or residual

effects. That is, if actor i (a non-user) does not experience the intervention at

time t, then r0
i,t = 0 (or r1

i,t = 0 for users).

Intuitively, r0
i,t are success rates of the intervention for non-users and r1

i,t are

success rates of the intervention for users. In many cases, it is unreasonable to

assume that the costs associated with affecting actors’ behavior is the same for
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users and non-users so we differentiate between the two. For an intervention

on {S̃t, X̃ t, Z̃t}0≤t≤τ with success rates r0
i,t and r1

i,t, define two cost functions:

C0 =
τ∑

t=t0

∑
i∈St

r0
i,t, (4.2)

the cost for non-users, and

C1 =
τ∑

t=t0

∑
i∈St

r1
i,t, (4.3)

the cost for users. Intuitively, each cost function is the sum of all changes expe-

rienced by every actor over time.

Since the effects of an intervention in the STEPP framework are stochastic

in nature, we need statistical measures for comparisons. Countless statistical

measures are possible given the complexity of STEPP models and the partic-

ular goals of an intervention. For these examples, we use the average, a 90%

confidence interval, and the proportion of processes where prevalence is lower

than the expected equilibrium in each time period to make comparisons be-

tween types of interventions.

4.4.2 Illustration in a Simulated Setting

Next, we use the initial state in Figure 4.1 and the STEPP parameters stated

above to simulate and assess three different interventions. Assume that each

intervention is initiated in the fourth period (t = 4) and the effects last through

the tenth period (t = 10). Moreover, assume that the cost functions are fixed

with C0 + C1 = 3. When we can differentiate between the two, set C0 = 1 and

C1 = 2. First, we present the baseline results (no intervention) and then the

results from a blanket intervention, targeted intervention, and STEPP-specific

intervention.

Recalling (4.1), the equilibrium behavior prevalence for this STEPP without
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an intervention is

1− ρ0

1− ρ0 + 1− ρ1
=

0.1

0.1 + 0.4
= 0.2.

The initial prevalence is 22% so we expect to observe a similar level of preva-

lence in all ten time periods. Table 4.1 shows that the average prevalence hovers

around 20% for the baseline while Table 4.2 shows that after 3 periods, the pro-

portion of the sample where prevalence is below 20% levels out around 50% as

expected. Also note there is some natural variability in prevalence in the base-

line case. Table 4.1 provides the 5th and 95th percentiles for prevalence over a

sample of 100 STEPPs which highlights that any one draw from the model can

produce observed values that are far from expected.

To implement the blanket intervention, we use the fixed costs to set success

rates for users and non-users. Since the initial state has 22 users and C1 = 2,

set r1
i,4 = 1/11 for every actor. Similarly, there are 88 non-users and C0 = 1

so we set r0
i,4 = 1/88 for every actor. The new equilibrium expected behavior

prevalence is 17.9%. Then we simulate 100 STEPPs where the intervention oc-

curs in the fourth period and the effects last through the tenth period. That is,

each actors’ probability of using in periods four through ten is reduced. Table

4.1 shows the results from this simulation. The average prevalence decreases

steadily over time and even drops below the expected prevalence in periods

six through ten. This could be due to the strong attraction and repulsion asso-

ciated with use in the model. Table 4.2 shows that the number of STEPPs in the

sample of 100 where prevalence is below 20% immediately spikes following

the blanket intervention and stays well above 50% in every period. This result

is not surprising since a blanket intervention affects every actor in a small, but

immediate way.

The target intervention is somewhat more complex since we attempt to

replicate a realistic implementation. In practice, the intervention team would
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target a few users and stage intense, highly effective interventions with the as-

sumption that the altered behavior will spillover into the rest of the community.

In this context, we can’t set success rates since the individual probabilities of

cessation are unobserved. Hence, we have to assume that the intense, targeted

interventions are 100% successful. That is r1
i,4 = 1 and given the cost constraint,

we can select three actors for treatment. Therefore, we identify three random

users from the initial cluster of users and implement the intervention in the

fourth period. We assume that these targeted users quit using in the fourth pe-

riod and do not start using again in any subsequent periods. Results from 100

simulated STEPPs under this intervention strategy are provided in Tables 4.1

and 4.2. From these results, it appears that the average prevalence is reduced

due to the intervention but individual observations may be somewhat variable

since we observe a lower proportion of the sample where prevalence is below

20%.

Lastly, we implement a STEPP-specific intervention to reduce prevalence in

the system. In the STEPP framework, we can calculate individual probabilities

of initiation and cessation to target actors who are most likely to switch their

behavior and treat them. Specifically, we will identify five users and five non-

users in the fourth period for the intervention. For users, we select the five

actors who are most likely to become non-users and for non-users, we select the

five actors who are most likely to become users. Given the cost constraint, we

can set r1
i,4 = 0.4 for the selected users and r0

i,4 = 0.2 for the selected non-users.

Moreover, we assume that these effects last through the tenth period. Results

from 100 simulated STEPPs under this intervention strategies are provided in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. From these results, we observe that the expected prevalence

is reduced steadily over time. More importantly, the number of STEPPs in the

sample where prevalence is below 20% is close to 70% in periods five through

ten. Comparing this to the simple targeted intervention, there is a noticeable
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difference between the two strategies.

Time Period Baseline Blanket Targeted STEPP

1 20.99 (16, 28) 21.67 (16, 26) 21.6 (15, 27) 20.94 (14, 27)

2 20.98 (15, 29) 21.23 (14, 28) 20.77 (12, 27) 21.14 (15, 27)

3 20.29 (14, 27) 19.27 (13, 25) 19.70 (13, 25) 19.74 (13, 26)

4 19.81 (12, 27) 18.31 (12, 24) 18.80 (12, 26) 19.16 (11, 26)

5 19.66 (13, 27) 17.97 (11, 23) 18.96 (14, 26) 17.59 (10, 25)

6 19.32 (14, 26) 17.38 (10, 23) 18.09 (12 ,25) 17.42 (11, 24)

7 19.32 (12, 26) 17.29 (11, 24) 18.49 (11, 25) 17.74 (11, 24)

8 18.86 (12, 24) 17.17 (10, 24) 18.86 (11, 26) 17.09 (11, 24)

9 19.16 (13, 26) 16.34 (10, 22) 18.69 (12, 26) 16.82 (11, 23)

10 19.4 (12, 28) 16.65 (10, 24) 18.32 (10, 25) 16.62 (9, 23)

Table 4.1: Table of behavior prevalence for a sample of 100 STEPPs with 100

actors in the system in each period under different interventions. The table

reports the average number of actors who exhibit the behavior with the 5th

and 95th percentiles in parentheses.
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Time Period Baseline Blanket Targeted STEPP

1 34 26 28 34

2 45 33 40 33

3 45 53 44 47

4 52 67 56 53

5 50 61 62 69

6 50 70 69 70

7 50 69 61 67

8 54 71 54 74

9 55 78 60 75

10 56 77 61 75

Table 4.2: Table of behavior prevalence for a sample of 100 STEPPs with 100

actors in the system in each period under different interventions. The table

reports the number STEPPs in the sample where observed behavior prevalence

is below 20%.

Comparing results across these three types of interventions, it appears the

blanket and STEPP-specific interventions have roughly the same impact on

the social system while the targeted intervention falls short. Intuitively, we

might not expect the blanket intervention to outperform the targeted interven-

tion since the individual success probabilities are so much lower. Nonetheless,

this illustration shows the potential for studying different types of interven-

tions in a virtual laboratory. It is important to note that interventions may have

dramatic and lasting effects on social systems so it is crucial to understand the

potential impact prior to implementation. In the next section, we offer some

concluding remarks regarding this general framework.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks

Studying interventions in social systems from empirical data is extremely chal-

lenging. When an intervention occurs, it is difficult to assess its impact since

there is no control group to compare to the treatment group. While it is possible

to treat a subset of actors in the system with an intervention and consider the

others as a control group, the changes in behavior due to the intervention may

spill over to actors in the control group. When this spill-over is not negligible,

we cannot assess the efficacy of an intervention from traditional observed data.

Instead, we propose using STEPPs to simulate social systems where different

types of interventions can be implemented and measured statistically.

In this chapter, we defined a general intervention in the STEPP framework

and developed a general class of assessment metrics. Moreover, we showed

that a social system with fixed rates of cessation and initiation will converge

in expectation to an equilibrium level of behavior prevalence when no other

social forces are present. This result is crucial for designing and assessing a

particular intervention strategy. Additionally, we presented different types of

interventions that could be plausibly implemented and simulated STEPPs to

assess them. For comparison, we constructed a theoretical cost function and

fixed the cost of each intervention. However, this theoretical cost may not re-

semble the actual time, energy, or money spent to implement a real interven-

tion so the comparisons between types of interventions should be regarded as

illustrations and not general recommendations. Regardless, this illustration ex-

emplifies the potential for using the STEPP framework as a virtual laboratory

for intervention assessment.

Practically, the specifics of a particular social system will dictate the pro-

posed interventions. The cost constraints can be specified much more precisely

in individual cases. For example, the costs could be determined by a financial
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budget, time constraints, or the number of people available to stage interven-

tions. These details are crucial in setting up simulations. In the previous illus-

tration, we assumed that rates of initiation and cessation are fixed over time

and the intervention affects individual actors’ probability of changing their be-

havior. It may be plausible to design and implement interventions that change

these population-level rates over time and the results could be dramatic. Al-

ternatively, migration processes may also have a significant impact on the dy-

namics of behavior prevalence. There are countless possibilities in this STEPP

virtual laboratory, many of which will be explored in future applications.
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CHAPTER 5

Application to Adolescent Risk Behavior in

Networks

In this chapter, we apply the STEPP model to a longitudinal network of friend-

ships within a school. The primary interest in this application is to model the

co-evolution of risky behavior and friendships over time. More specifically, the

interaction between social forces and substance use in adolescents has drawn

significant attention in recent research. In particular, researchers are interested

in quantifying the effect of peers on individual behavior as well as the effect

an individual may have on their peers. Brechwald and Prinstein (2011) sum-

marize recent advances in the study of peer influence and explore the range of

behaviors for which peer influence occurs. Poulin et al. (2011) provide a lon-

gitudinal analysis of friendship selection on adolescent cigarette, alcohol, and

marijuana use. Their analysis depends on a cross-lag panel model that tests

for the reciprocated association between substance use and the number of new

friends who use the same substance. While this work provides unique insight

into peer influence on adolescent substance use, the lack of sophisticated mod-

els for complex social processes is problematic.

The SAOMs discussed in Chapter 1 have been applied by De La Haye et al.

(2013) to explicitly model selection and influence in adolescent social networks

with respect to marijuana use at two schools in the Add Health study. Their

results indicate that having friends who have used marijuana in their lifetime

is not a significant predictor of individual initiation while recent (within the
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last six months) use is a significant predictor of individual initiation at one of

the schools. Tucker et al. (2014) use SAOMs to model selection and influence

effects of marijuana more extensively in the Add Health study. They found

that in one school, influence occurred in reciprocated relationships which are

hypothesized to be characterized by closeness and trust. However, in another

school it was found that adopting friends’ drug use behavior appears to be a

strategy for attaining social status. SAOMs provide researchers with a sophis-

ticated model for beginning to disentangle social forces and behavior, but it

requires strong assumptions. Specifically, the set of actors is assumed to re-

main fixed over time and the coevolution of social structure and behavior is

based on friendship tie variables which may be unstable.

Previous work in this area has shown that jointly modeling social processes

and individual behavior over time is extremely challenging. The most sophis-

ticated models are applied to describe the co-evolution of friendship ties and

individual behavior over time in a stochastic framework. Alternatively, STEPPs

can be applied to similar phenomena to gain new insights and interpretations

for social processes. This chapter provides such an application.

5.1 CARBIN Study

The Contextualizing Adolescent Risk Behavior In Networks (CARBIN) study

was designed to investigate changes in risky behavior, e.g., drug use, amongst

middle and high school students in the context of directed friendship networks.

While several waves of data were collected from a few urban schools in Urbana,

IL, we use four waves of data collected from one school for this application.

Each student student filled out an extensive survey that asked them about

their personal behavior and to nominate their friends within the school. We uti-

lize these friendship nominations to construct social networks and focus on two
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substance use variables: any alcohol and any marijuana use in the last 30 days.

Table 5.1 summarizes the raw data of interest and Figures 5.1 and 5.2 provide

visualizations of friendship networks at each wave of data collection. Since

there are only three time transitions and the amount of composition change

is not of primary interest, we do not explore explicit models for the migration

process. Instead, we focus on the latent social space and the processes that gov-

ern it. In the next section, we fit latent positions to the observed networks and

estimate STEPP parameters.

wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4

respondents 159 185 164 110

immigrants 0 30 2 16

emigrants 0 4 23 70

alcohol users 52 53 60 36

marijuana users 9 13 13 10

friendship ties 754 842 707 317

Table 5.1: Summary counts for the CARBIN study (by wave).
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Figure 5.1: Waves 1 and 2 of friendship networks from the CARBIN study with

alcohol use indicated by node color.
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Figure 5.2: Waves 3 and 4 of friendship networks from the CARBIN study with

alcohol use indicated by node color.
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5.1.1 Latent Positions

To estimate STEPP parameters, we first need to infer actor positions in the la-

tent social space from observed networks. Krivitsky and Handcock (2008) pro-

vide a compelling framework for fitting latent position cluster models to cross-

sectional social networks. Based on this work, we use the latentnet package

(Krivitsky and Handcock, 2014a) to fit latent positions for each wave of data.

First, let Y 1, . . . , Y 4 denote the four waves of observed networks which are in-

clusive of all actors. That is, each network is an N ×N matrix where Y t
ij = 1 if

i nominates j as a friend at time t and N = ∪4
t=1S

t = 191.

Fitting latent actor positions in Euclidean space for a single observed net-

work is well understood and straightforward. However, we need to fit mul-

tiple waves of latent positions with actor migration to estimate STEPP mod-

els. To do so, we first fit a set of reference points based on an aggregation

of all four networks. Let Y =
∑4

t=1 Y
t denote the aggregated network where

Yij ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Following Krivitsky and Handcock (2008), assume dyad

independence for Y and posit a set of aggregate latent positions Z ′1, . . . , Z ′N in

social space. Suppose that conditional on the latent aggregate positions, each

dyad Yij follows a binomial distribution with four trials. Then we can use the

natural link function and set

E
(
Yij;

∥∥Z ′i − Z ′j∥∥) =
4e−‖Z′i−Z′j‖

1 + e−‖Z′i−Z′j‖
. (5.1)

Note that this differs from the formulation in Krivitsky and Handcock (2008)

in that we have omitted all covariate information. Since we seek to model the

covariates through STEPP models, actor positions in social space are inferred

only from friendship tie information.

Next, we utilize the latentnet package (Krivitsky and Handcock, 2014a) and

(5.1) to estimate the aggregate reference points Z ′1, . . . , Z ′N . We assume the so-

cial space is three dimensions (d = 3) and there is no clustering (G = 1)
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to fit these points. Then the reference points are inferred by minimizing the

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between a fixed prior distribution and the

posterior given the aggregate network Y . Given the set parameters, the prior

distribution for the reference points is a hierarchical mixture Gaussian model.

Given a set of aggregate reference points based on all observed friendship

ties, we fit individual waves of actor positions in social space. The aggregate

positions, Z ′1, . . . , Z ′N , are used to provide starting values for the inference of

individual positions to ensure that the variations between waves of data are

minimized. Next, posit the existence of latent positions Zt
1, . . . , Z

t
N for each

t = 1, . . . , 4 based on the observed friendship networks Y 1, . . . , Y 4. However,

we do not estimate latent positions for every actor at every wave. Instead, we

only include actors whom are not isolates at each wave. That is, we define the

persistence sets, S1, . . . , S4 by

St = {i :
N∑
j=1

(Y t
ij + Y t

ji) > 0}.

Then for each i ∈ St, posit the existence of a latent position Zt
i based on the

observed network Y t and reference point Z ′i. Formally, assume that

E
(
Y t
ij;
∥∥Zt

i − Zt
j

∥∥) =
e−‖Zt

i−Zt
j‖

1 + e−‖Zt
i−Zt

j‖
,

where Z ′i and Z ′j are reference points in the estimation. Specifically, we use the

same estimation routine as previously but suppose Y t
ij given

∥∥Zt
i − Zt

j

∥∥ follows

a Bernoulli distribution and use Z ′i, Z ′j as reference points in the null distribu-

tion.

Recall from Krivitsky and Handcock (2008) that based on the minimum KL

divergence criterion, latent actor positions in Euclidean space are rotation and

dilation invariant. In the STEPP framework, cross-sectional positions are de-

pendent on previous positions so it is crucial that we reduce rotation and scal-

ing variance between waves of estimated positions. Hence, general Procrustes
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analysis (Gower, 1975) is applied to align all four waves of actor positions for

STEPP model estimation. To do so, we first use Z1 as the initial state then ro-

tate and scale Z2 around it. Subsequently, we scale and rotate Z3 around the

updated Z2 and Z4 around the updated Z3. These scaled and rotated positions,

Z1, . . . , Z4 are the final set of points to be used for STEPP inference.

5.1.2 STEPP Parameter Estimation

Next, we use the estimated latent actor positions, Z1, . . . , Z4, and persistence

sets, S1, . . . , S4, from the previous section in combination with observed covari-

ates to estimate STEPP models. The observed covariates of interest are alcohol

and marijuana use which are coded as binary indicators of any use within the

last 30 days. Let X1, . . . , X4 denote these covariates where alcohol use is in the

first column and marijuana use in the second column of each matrix.

Using the inferential framework presented in Chapter 3, we estimate a STEPP

model for this data. Consider a model with a drift process (basic and atomic),

homophilous attraction on both variables, and heterophilous repulsion on both

variables. Further assume that there is differential behavior persistence in each

variable. We use homophilous attraction because it is reasonable to assume

that students who use alcohol or marijuana are likely to attract other students

who use and vice versa. Similarly, we use heterophilous repulsion because it

is more likely that students who do not share similar substance use behavior

are more likely to be repelled by one another than attracted. Finally, we as-

sume differential behavior persistence since the overall prevalence of alcohol

use remains around 30% over time and the overall prevalence of marijuana use

is consistently below 10%. As shown in Chapter 4, it is unreasonable to assume

uniform behavior persistence (all else equal) when prevalence is steady and far

from 50%.
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With a fully specified model, we can state a null hypothesis regarding the

parameter values and use the likelihood to compute standard errors and p−values.

We consider the null hypothesis,

δ0 = 1 δ1 = α1 = α2 = υ̃1 = υ̃2 = 0 ρ0
1 = ρ1

1 = ρ0
2 = ρ1

2 = 0.5.

That is, we assume that the only process at work is basic drift and the behavior

persistence terms are equivalent to a fair coin flip. Note that setting δ0 = 1 in

the null is somewhat arbitrary but the other parameters are of primary interest.

To obtain standard errors, we use a standard estimate of the numerical Hessian

of the likelihood function and then base nominal p−values on the nominal lim-

iting normal distribution discussed in Chapter 3. Next, we report results and

provide a brief interpretation.

5.1.3 Results

The results from the estimation are summarized in Table 5.2. We observe that all

of the processes except homophilous attraction and heterophilous repulsion on

marijuana are significant at the 10% level. Furthermore, the number of neigh-

bors which maximizes the likelihood is k = 8. Unsurprisingly, this is also the

maximum number of friendship nominations the students could make on the

survey.
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Parameter Estimate Std. Error p-value

basic drift - δ0 0.0718 (0.017) < 0.0001∗∗∗

atomic drift - δ1 0.1482 (0.049) 0.0027∗∗

alc attraction - α1 0.0501 (0.029) 0.0830 .

mj attraction - α2 0.0374 (0.050) 0.4559

alc repulsion - υ̃1 0.1209 (0.018) < 0.0001∗∗∗

mj repulsion - υ̃2 0.0000 (0.000) 0.9984

no alc persistence - ρ0
1 0.7904 (0.025) < 0.0001∗∗∗

alc persistence - ρ1
1 0.5222 (0.047) < 0.0001∗∗∗

no mj persistence - ρ0
2 0.9532 (0.015) < 0.0001∗∗∗

mj persistence - ρ1
2 0.6940 (0.112) < 0.0001∗∗∗

neighbors - k 8

AIC 4152.412

Table 5.2: Summary of STEPP model estimates for the CARBIN data with alco-

hol use (alc) and marijuana use (mj).

To compare the effects of each process on the social system, we rescale the

estimated parameters to produce a relative interpretation. Recall that the pa-

rameters can be viewed as pseudo-scaling factors in calculating the mean and

variance of a normal distribution. That is, scaling all of the parameters would

have a small or negligible effect on the mean and an inversely proportional

effect on the variance. Intuitively, the mean of each ETD provides informa-

tion regarding where actors are likely to move and the variance provides infor-

mation regarding the range of those potential movements. Hence, we report

δ∗0, δ
∗
1, α

∗
1, α

∗
2, υ̃
∗
1, υ̃

∗
2 and τ = δ0 + δ1 + α1 + α2 + υ̃1 + υ̃2 where

δ∗0 = δ0/τ, δ∗1 = δ1/τ, α∗1 = α1/τ, α∗2 = α2/τ, υ̃∗1 = υ̃1/τ, υ̃∗2 = υ̃2/τ.

These rescaled parameters indicate the proportion of actors’ movements through
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the social space, e.g., δ∗0 = 0.1 would imply that 10% of social movement is at-

tributable to basic drift. The rescaled parameters in Table 5.3 tell a more com-

pelling story about this social space.

Basic Atomic Alcohol Marijuana Alcohol Marijuana Sum

δ∗0 δ∗1 α∗1 α∗2 υ̃∗1 υ̃∗2

0.168 0.346 0.117 0.087 0.282 0.000 1.000

Variation No Alcohol Alcohol No Marijuana Marijuana

τ ρ0
1 ρ1

1 ρ0
2 ρ1

2

0.428 0.790 0.522 0.953 0.694

Table 5.3: Rescaled STEPP parameters

We observe that 16.8% of movement is basic drift, 34.6% is atomic drift,

11.7% is homophilous attraction on alcohol use, 8.7% is homophilous attraction

on marijuana use, 28.2% is heterophilous repulsion based on alcohol use, and

0% is heterophilous repulsion on marijuana use. The persistence is 79% for

alcohol non-users, 52.2% for alcohol users, 95.3% for marijuana non-users, and

69.4% for marijuana users.

Since the marijuana effects appear to be very small, we estimate a new

model with alcohol only and asses the goodness of fit. Table 5.4 summarizes the

STEPP model estimates with just the alcohol use covariate. The parameter es-

timates are very similar to those in the model with alcohol and marijuana and

some of the p−values are noticeably smaller. Additionally, there is a marked

drop in the AIC comparing to the model with both alcohol and marijuana use.

To assess this model, we utilize the goodness of fit measures presented in Chap-

ter 3.
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Parameter Estimate Std. Error p-value

basic drift - δ0 0.0706 (0.017) < 0.0001∗∗∗

atomic drift - δ1 0.1809 (0.049) < 0.0001∗∗∗

alc attraction - α1 0.0543 (0.028) 0.0548 .

alc repulsion - υ̃1 0.1211 (0.018) < 0.0001∗∗∗

no alc persistence - ρ0
1 0.7895 (0.025) < 0.0001∗∗∗

alc persistence - ρ1
1 0.5232 (0.047) < 0.0001∗∗∗

Neighbors - k 8

AIC 3996.825

Table 5.4: Summary of STEPP model estimates for the CARBIN data with alco-

hol use only.

Recall that given data and parameter estimates, the model predicted changes

in actor positions should approximately follow a χ2
d distribution. Figure 5.3

shows the Q-Q plot for the changes in actor positions under the estimated

STEPP model with alcohol use only. From this plot, it appears that the right

tail of the distribution of observed changes is heavier than it would be under

a true STEPP data generating mechanism. That is, there are a few large out-

liers with respect to the expected changes in actor positions over the three time

transitions given the estimated model.
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Figure 5.3: Q-Q plot of theoretical χ2
3 quantiles vs. observed changes in distance

between actor posiitons under the estimated STEPP model with alcohol use for

the CARBIN data.

Unfortunately, Q-Q plots tend to mask variation in the lower quantiles and

overemphasize it in the upper quantiles. As a result, we also consider the rela-

tive distribution (Handcock and Morris, 1998) of observed changes in distance

between actor positions under the estimated STEPP model. We transform the

observed changes using the χ2
3 cumulative distribution function (CDF) and in-

vestigate the transformed values. If observed changes follow this distribution,

the transformed values should appear approximately uniform. In Figure 5.4,

we plot a histogram of these values and mark 99% confidence bounds for vari-

ation in the uniform distribution. Based on this plot, the first decile (0-10%)

and the ninth decile (80-90%) are the source of excess variation in the observed

changes.
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Figure 5.4: Relative distribution of observed changes in distance between actor

posiitons under the estimated STEPP model with alcohol use for the CARBIN

data. Observed changes are transformed using the χ2
3 CDF. The red lines indi-

cate 99% confidence bounds for variation in the uniform distribution.

There are several potential causes for this excess variability. The inference

of latent actor positions based on cross-sectional friendship networks could be

highly variable across multiple waves. The algorithm for estimating these po-

sitions conservatively places actors with few friendship ties farther from more

connected actors in social space. Hence, the changes in position for these actors

tends to be inflated between waves. Additionally, there are significant changes

in the observed networks between waves. For example, nearly half of the ob-

served ties in the first wave are not present in the second wave. Large changes

such as these will add variability to any temporal model. Lastly, there could be

other variables driving changes in the social space.
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Next, we compare the expected and observed changes in alcohol use for this

estimated model. Figure 5.5 shows that the observed changes in each transition

are well within a reasonable range of the expected changes. The first transition

changes are within one standard error of the expected, the second transition

changes are virtually the same as expected, and the third transition changes

are within two standard errors of the expected. This implies that the STEPP

model is estimating overall alcohol prevalence well over time. Had the model

not included differential behavior prevalence, this would not be the case. We

use this model in the next section to simulate possible interventions for alcohol

use in the community.
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Figure 5.5: Expected changes in alcohol use (or non-use) vs. observed changes

for the estimated STEPP model with alcohol use only and three time transitions.

Black lines denote expected changes, and blue lines denote observed changes.

The white and gray bars indicate one standard error each.
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5.1.4 Interpretations

Using STEPPs to model adolescent substance use provides a new conceptual-

ization and quantification of the social forces at play in a community. Since

the complexity of social networks is captured by distance in Euclidean space,

we do not need to model nuanced changes in friendship ties or shared sub-

stance use. Instead, we simply model the fundamental forces of attraction and

repulsion as they pertain to each substance. In the example above, we observe

that the forces of homophilous attraction and heterophilous repulsion on alco-

hol are very strong, accounting for a combined 40% of the actors’ movements.

Conversely, there is no heterophilous repulsion on marijuana and a small (po-

tentially negligible) homophilous attraction contributing to 9% of actors’ move-

ments. This result tells a compelling story about the difference between alcohol

and marijuana use in this school. Based on the model formulation, we can infer

that shared alcohol use (or non-use) is pushing students together while stu-

dents with opposing usage are driven apart, and some students are influenced

to adopt new behaviors based on those closest to them in social space. Con-

versely, shared marijuana use (or non-use) is pushing students together slightly

while opposing usage has no effect on driving them apart. Although, it must be

noted that this is not a statement regarding the general influence of alcohol or

marijuana since our analysis is merely an illustration of the methods presented

above. It is possible that we are observing the effects of social stigma. That is,

marijuana is less prevalent in the example and might be stigmatized compared

to alcohol.

5.2 Investigating Interventions via Simulation

Given the fourth wave of actor positions, observed alcohol use, and estimated

STEPP parameters, we can simulate the process forward and assess the im-
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pact of different strategies for influencing actors’ behavior. In this section, we

propose two different interventions to reduce the prevalence of alcohol use in

the group of students from the CARBIN study. Since the social landscape for

adolescent students is constantly changing, we only simulate two time periods

beyond the fourth observed wave for intervention assessment.

5.2.1 Baseline Simulations

The fourth wave of data used in the previous section has 98 actors, 34 of whom

are alcohol users (recall that isolates were removed for analysis). Let these actor

positions and their alcohol use status be the initial state for simulation with the

MLE parameter from Table 5.4

θ̂ = (0.0706, 0.1809, 0.0543, 0.1211, 0.7895, 0.5232)>.

There is non-negligible migration in the observed data, but we do not simulate

it going forward. Instead, we focus on the 98 actors present in the social system

at wave four. The prevalence of alcohol use is 34.7% in the initial state and

based on the behavior persistence parameters,

1− ρ0
1

1− ρ0
1 + 1− ρ1

1

= 0.306,

the expected equilibrium prevalence is 30.6%. Hence, it is reasonable to expect

prevalence levels near 30% for two subsequent time periods.

Prior to implementing any interventions, we first run a baseline simulation

for comparisons. Using the initial state and parameter vector above, we simu-

late 100 independent sample STEPPs and record the overall prevalence of alco-

hol use for each process. Table 5.5 provides the mean prevalence of the sample,

the number of STEPPs where the prevalence is below 30%, the 5th percentile of

prevalence in the sample, and the 95th percentile of prevalence in the sample.

As expected, the average prevalence of alcohol use in both periods is around
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32%. However, it is important to note that the number of STEPPs where alcohol

prevalence is below 30% is only 28 and 32 in each period respectively. That is,

prevalence in the majority of the sample is 30% or higher. We would hope that

a proposed intervention can improve upon this result.

Time Period Mean (n < 30%) 5th percentile 95th percentile

1 32.96% 28 24.45% 40.82%

2 32.03% 32 22.45% 39.80%

Table 5.5: Baseline STEPP simulation summary using wave four of the CARBIN

data as the initial state and parameter estimate from the prevous section. The

table reports mean prevalence, number of processes with prevalence below

30%, and 5th and 95th percentiles for prevalence from a sample of 100.

5.2.2 Intervention Strategies for Alcohol Use

For the CARBIN study, the project team is interested in comparing two strate-

gies for reducing the prevalence of alcohol use in adolescents. The first strategy

is to intervene with alcohol users to increase their rate of cessation, and the sec-

ond strategy is to intervene with non-users to reduce their rate of initiation.

In practice, it is usually more difficult to influence users than non-users so we

set the number of users to receive the treatment at 10 and the number of non-

users to receive the treatment at 20 in each intervention respectively. Then we

assume the success rate for the intervention with users is 50% and the success

rate for the intervention with non-users is 25%. Hence, the theoretical cost of

each intervention is the same. Lastly, we assume that when the intervention is

successful for an actor, it remains effective in the next period at an 80% rate in

both scenarios.

For the intervention with alcohol users, we simulate a sample of 100 STEPPs
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with the same initial state and estimated parameter vector as in the baseline

case. In each process, we select a random set of 10 users and increase their

rate of cessation by 50% in the first transition and for those who stop using,

decrease their rate of initiation by 80% for the subsequent transition. Table 5.6

summarizes the results from this sample. We observe a nominal decrease in

mean prevalence in both periods. More importantly, the number of STEPPs in

the sample where prevalence is below 30% is above 50 in both time periods.

Time Period Mean (n < 30%) 5th percentile 95th percentile

1 29.79% 59 23.474% 36.73%

2 29.61% 56 22.45% 36.73%

Table 5.6: Users intervention summary table for 100 simulated STEPPs. The

table reports the mean alcohol prevalence, the number of STEPPs in the sample

with prevalence below 30%, and the 5th and 95 percentiles for prevalence.

For the intervention with non-users, we simulate a sample of 100 STEPPs

with the same initial state and estimated parameter vector as in the baseline

and users intervention cases. In each process, we select a random set of 20

non-users and decrease their rate of initiation by 25% in the first transition and

for those who start using, increase their rate of cessation by 80% for the subse-

quent transition. In this sample, we do not observe a nominal decrease (from

the baseline) in mean prevalence in the first period but there appears to be a

decrease in prevalence for the second period. Further, the number of STEPPs

in the sample where prevalence is below 30% is only 31 in the first period and

47 in the second period.
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Time Period Mean (< 30%) 5th percentile 95th percentile

1 32.40% 31 24.45% 38.78%

2 30.10% 47 21.43% 37.76%

Table 5.7: Non-users intervention summary table for 100 simulated STEPPs.

The table reports the mean alcohol prevalence, the number of STEPPs in the

sample with prevalence below 30%, and the 5th and 95 percentiles for preva-

lence.

Comparing these two interventions, it appears treating alcohol users is more

effective than treating non-users. The mean prevalence is lower in both peri-

ods for the users intervention, and the number of STEPPs in the sample with

prevalence below 30% is substantially higher in both periods as well. However,

it should be noted that the 5th percentile in the second period for the non-users

intervention is lower than in the users intervention. Nonetheless, it appears

that targeting users for an intervention is overall more effective than targeting

non-users in this community.

This application exemplifies the potential of the STEPP framework for mod-

eling, simulating, and conceptualizing social systems. We use observed friend-

ship networks and substance use information from a study of adolescent stu-

dents to estimate STEPPs and simulate interventions. This provides innova-

tive means of understanding the social forces and recreating them in a virtual

laboratory for assessing multiple strategies designed to influence individual

behavior over time.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

Social systems are of primary interest in multiple disciplines. This work presents

a new class of stochastic models for the co-evolution of social structure and

individual behavior over time. This model class is built on ideas in latent

space analysis of networks, longitudinal social network analysis, and spatial-

temporal point processes with specific components being motivated by prin-

ciples in physics and psychology. Additionally, realistic specifications of the

broader class lead to traditional likelihood-based inference and computation-

ally tractable solutions to estimation problems.

Chapter 1 reviewed literature from multiple disciplines that focuses on mod-

els or analyses of social interactions in various contexts. We saw that work

in economics, sociology, psychology, mathematics, and statistics can provide

different insights into the study of human behavior. We also reviewed social

network analysis; a burgeoning field with interest in studying social interac-

tions through the context of networks. Lastly, we briefly reviewed agent-based

modeling as a simulation tool for social systems.

In Chapter 2, we formally presented the STEPP model for the co-evolution

of social position and individual behavior over time. We showed that com-

plex social systems can be stochastically represented by a set of ego centric pro-

cesses. The drift process offers an intuitive baseline for the ways in which actors

navigate a social space with respect to their own position and neighboring ac-

tors’ positions. Moreover, the atomic drift process incorporates principles from
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particle physics to produce stable dynamics over time while Schopenhauer’s

porcupine dilemma provides a philosophical argument for the functional form

of the transition distribution. The attraction and repulsion processes introduce

a fundamental dependence between the evolution of individual behavior and

one’s social position over time. That is, these processes shed light on selection

and influence phenomena in a way that is distinctly different from existing

modeling frameworks.

Chapter 3 showed that natural specifications lead to multivariate normal

conditional ETDs and computationally tractable likelihood-based inference. It

is easy to get lost in the technical details and lose sight of the overarching ele-

gance in these results. Recall that we implemented a probabilistic version of the

inverse square law, one of the most fundamental relationships in nature, and

the result is an analytically closed form transition distribution. Furthermore,

that distribution is one of the most fundamental in science, nature and statis-

tical theory: the multivariate normal distribution. Although the parameters of

this distribution can be cumbersome to calculate, the result makes likelihood-

based inference possible. We also used this result to derive goodness-of-fit

measures for STEPP models. Lastly, we described a dyad-independence model

conditional on actor positions in social space and used it to derive an estimate

of the STEPP likelihood based on observed longitudinal network data.

Chapter 4 used the general STEPP model class to simulate social systems

and assess the impact of interventions. We rigorously defined an intervention

in this context then described a few common types of interventions. We also in-

troduced interventions which are only possible in the STEPP framework. Based

on simulation, we assessed and compared various interventions with respect to

their impact on overall behavior prevalence in a population. We reported out-

comes in terms of means, percentiles, and the proportion of simulated STEPPs

in a sample of simulated interventions where prevalence drops below a certain
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threshold. The latter metric provided an intuitive measure of changes in the

prevalence distribution resulting from the intervention.

Chapter 5 illustrated the core methods developed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4

with an application to a study of alcohol and drug use in adolescent friendship

networks. We estimated actor positions using cross-sectional latent space mod-

els for social networks and Procrustes analysis. Using these positions and ob-

served substance use, we estimated STEPP model parameters, assessed model

fit, and simulated interventions. This showed the potential of these methods in

numerous applications, but it also highlighted future challenges. The process

of fitting latent positions to cross-sectional networks and minimizing the vari-

ation across observed points in time can be very nuanced and challenging. It

is not practical for applied researchers interested in implementing these mod-

els to perform this routinely. Hence, the focus of future work in this area is to

develop more wholistic approaches for the inference of latent actor positions.

Alternatively, this class of models may lead to different forms of data collection

in social systems that inform the latent positions more accurately than social

ties.

The STEPP framework for social systems presented here is not only a uniquely

novel class of stochastic models, but it also introduces a new conceptualization

of fundamental social processes. The STEPP model relaxes the common as-

sumption in longitudinal network analysis that the actor set remains fixed over

time to more accurately reflect reality. This model class can be extended both

methodologically and in application. This work is focused on population level

forces but it is natural to extend the model to allow for individual or group

level forces. A natural example is to extend the notion of attractive forces and

allow actors to have different masses. That is, some actors may have inherently

more social influence or attractiveness. Also, we might allow for differential ho-

mophily or heterophily, e.g., the attractive force between non-users is weaker
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than the force between users. In Chapter 3, we developed likelihood-based

inference based on the functional form of ETDs. It is also possible to derive

similar Bayesian methods where prior distributions and parameters are based

on sociological theory. In conclusion, the STEPP framework provides realistic

stochastic representations of complex social systems and novel tools for social

science research.
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